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ABSTRACT
Parkinson's disease (PD) is a primarily motor disorder which affects at least half a million
people in the US alone. Deep brain stimulation (DBS) is a neurosurgical intervention by
which neural structures are stimulated electrically by an implanted pacemaker. It has
become the treatment of choice for PD, when not adequately controlled by drug therapy.
We introduced a novel robotic platform for the study of the effects of DBS on motor
control in PD. Subjects performed discrete wrist movements with and without a force
field. We found preliminary indication that motor learning may be taking place with
stimulation, and demonstrated how robotic testing can augment existing clinical tools in
evaluation of the disease.
To study the effect of stimulation on movement frequency, we employed a rhythmic task
that required movements of the elbow to remain within a closed shape on a phase plane.
Three closed shapes required varying frequency/amplitude combinations of elbow
movement. The task was performed with and without visual feedback. Analysis of data
from the healthy control subjects revealed a non-monotonic relation between accuracy
on the phase plane and movement speed. Further kinematic analyses, including
movement intermittency and harmonicity, number and type of submovements
(movement primitives) fit per movement cycle, and the effects of vision on intermittency
were used to support the model we propose, whereby there exist two subtypes of
rhythmic movement; small-amplitude, high-frequency movements are nearly maximally
harmonic, and harness the elastic properties of the limb to achieve smoothness and
accuracy, and large-amplitude, low-frequency movements share characteristics with a
string of discrete movements, and make use of visual feedback to achieve smoothness
and accuracy.
Bradykinesia (slowness of movement) is one of the hallmarks of PD. We examined the
effects of visual feedback on bradykinesia. PD patients off dopaminergic medication and
healthy age-matched controls performed significantly faster movements when visual
feedback was withdrawn. For the bradykinetic subjects, this increase in movement
speed meant either a mitigation or an elimination of bradykinesia. Our results support a
role of the basal ganglia in sensorimotor integration, and argue for the integration of non-
vision exercises into patients' physical therapy regime.
Thesis Supervisor: Douglas A. Lauffenburger
Title: Professor of Biology, Chemical Engineering and Biological Engineering
Head, Department of Biological Engineering
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Parkinson's disease (PD) is a progressive neurodegenerative disease, often
characterized by tremor, slowness of movement and rigidity. The degeneration of
neurons in the substantia nigra - one of the four main nuclei in the basal ganglia
(BG) - creates a shortage in the neurotransmitter dopamine, resulting in
movement impairments that characterize the disease.
In the US, at least 500,000 people are thought to suffer from PD and about
50,000 new cases are reported annually; the average age at onset is around 60,
and the incidence rate increases significantly with advancing age (OCPLININDS
2006). Aging of the society will likely lead to a larger prevalence of the disease in
the population (Dorsey et al. 2007). In fact, it has been suggested that PD is a
form of accelerated aging, since some of the key PD symptoms share
characteristics with manifestations of normal aging (Pahwa 2006).
The two most common treatments for the disease, dopaminergic medication and
deep-brain stimulation (DBS) target the BG: dopaminergic therapy aims to
replace the dopamine lost with the death of dopaminergic cells of the substantia
nigra, whereas electric stimulation of the subthalamic nucleus (STN) or the
globus pallidus (GPi) is presumed to alter the temporal firing patterns within the
basal ganglia (Arle et al. 2008), as well as the output signals from the BG
(Meissner et al. 2005).
Since PD is primarily a motor disorder, we were interested in using objective
metrics of motor performance to evaluate the benefit gained with treatment. More
specifically, the initial goal of this work was to correlate specific aspects of
movement (such as accuracy, curvature of the path taken to a target, etc.) with
stimulation parameters of STN DBS (i.e., frequency, amplitude and pulse width),
such that a model of the relation among those parameters can serve to tune
stimulation parameters in a closed-loop fashion to gain optimal motor benefit.
Accordingly, we planned to run a series of experiments involving PD patients with
implanted stimulators, as well as age-matched controls. In the first phase of
experiments, we tested patients with stimulation turned 'on' and 'off, as they
performed a reaching task with their wrist, and compared it to age-matched
controls. We had subjects perform the task in the presence and in the absence of
a force field, so that we could study their ability to adapt to the new motor
environment; motor learning has been shown to be impaired in Essential Tremor
(ET) patients following thalamic deep-brain stimulation (Chen et al. 2006), and
we were interested in the corresponding effects of STN DBS.
Through this first set of experiments we introduced a novel platform for the study
of deep-brain stimulation in PD: the "wrist robot", a device able to measure and to
perturb wrist movements. Furthermore, through our experience in the first phase
of the experiment, we were able to identify a case where the robotic testing was
able to identify an impairment in motor control that was not otherwise captured in
a neurological examination, and another where the change in robotic scores with
stimulation was opposite in direction to that in the clinical scores. These suggest
that the robotic testing can serve as a tool to complement existing clinical tools.
These data, together with preliminary evidence that motor learning may be taking
place in the presence of stimulation were published in (Levy-Tzedek et al.
2007a), and are included here as Chapter 2.
Despite the demonstrated potential for benefit from employing the robotic testing
alongside the existing clinical tools, the resolution of the data was not such that
merited continuation into more advanced phases of this approach.
In parallel, we were also exploring the effects of deep-brain stimulation on the
generation of rhythmic movement.
Pacemaking cells were found in the BG (Plenz and Kital 1999; Surmeier et al.
2005), which could potentially drive rhythmic muscle activity (Goulding and Pfaff
2005; Harris-Warrick 2002). Activation of specific components of the BG has
been correlated with particular aspects of rhythmic movement control: the activity
of the anterior putamen was found to correlate with increased frequency of finger
tapping (Lehericy et al. 2006). Finally, PD patients were found to exhibit an
aberrant pattern of rhythm generation (Freeman et al. 1993; Nakamura et al.
1978), and significantly larger fluctuations in gait timing than healthy age-
matched controls (Bartsch et al. 2007).
These findings support a role for the BG in control of rhythmic movement, and a
natural extension to previous work would be to study the effects of DBS on
rhythmic movement generation. The DBS electrodes are implanted within the BG
and are thought to modify the aberrant firing rates recorded in PD (Gale et al.
2008; Meissner et al. 2005) and the regularity of the firing (Shils et al. 2008). As
such, it would be plausible to expect DBS to have an effect on rhythmic
movement generation if indeed it is a function in whose control the BG
participate.
To test the hypothesis that generation of rhythmic movement is altered with DBS,
we employed a unique experimental paradigm used by (Doeringer and Hogan
1998). In this paradigm, subjects were asked to perform cyclic elbow
movements, such that the trace of their movement would remain within a closed
shape on a phase plane (velocity vs. position), which was displayed on a
computer screen. Subjects performed the task at three different speed ranges, as
dictated by three closed shapes on the phase plane, both with and without visual
feedback.
Using this approach to studying rhythmic movement generation we were well-
poised to investigate the ability of PD patients to coordinate movement - in this
case - to co-modulate speed and position throughout the task. Finally,
administering both vision and non-vision trials allowed us to study the role of
visual feedback on one of the hallmarks of PD - bradykinesia, or slowness of
movement.
We tested four experimental subject groups on this task: PD patients with DBS
(tested on and off stimulation), PD patients without stimulators (tested on and off
medication), age-matched healthy control subjects, and young healthy control
subjects.
In studying the ability of PD patients to coordinate movement, and the effects of
treatment on this ability - PD medication has been suggested to affect "intensive"
aspects of movement (such as movement extent), but not "coordinative" aspects
of movement, when patients performed a discrete reaching task (Schettino et al.
2006); some preliminary results were presented in (Levy-Tzedek et al. 2007b) -
we expected that, for all experimental groups, the ability to coordinate movement
- or movement accuracy - would be a monotonic function of movement speed.
We found this not to be the case. In Chapter 3 we present the data from the
healthy control subjects and the smoothness and harmonicity analyses
performed on them, supporting a conclusion that there are two "subtypes" of
movement within rhythmic movement. In Chapter 4 we bolster this conclusion
with further kinematic analyses demonstrating different types and numbers of
submovements employed for each rhythmic-movement subtype, as well as a
differential effect of vision on either subtype.
In Chapter 5 we present data showing that both PD patients off medication and
age-matched controls perform significantly faster movements in the non-vision
trials than in the vision trials. For bradykinetic PD patients, that meant that their
bradykinetic symptoms were either mitigated or altogether eliminated, suggesting
that visual feedback plays a role in the process leading to bradykinesia, and
supporting a role for the BG in sensorimotor integration.
In Chapter 6 we examine the frequencies, and the ranges of frequencies, at
which subjects from all four experimental groups perform the task, and the
effects of treatment on the PD groups.
We conclude with Chapter 7, where we summarize our findings, draw
conclusions and discuss suggestions for future work.
But first, in the remainder of this chapter, we survey the literature on PD, the BG,
and the major forms of available treatment.
Background
Parkinson's disease
Parkinson's disease (PD) is the second most common age-related disease. It is a
chronically progressive neurodegenerative disease, characterized most
prominently by tremor at rest, rigidity, slowness of movement (bradykinesia),
paucity of movement, and inability to begin a voluntary movement ("freezing";
akinesia). Other symptoms include impaired balance, reduction in movement
amplitude (hypokinesia), in voice volume (hypophonia), in facial expressions
(hypomimia), in size (micrographia) and speed of handwriting, and in stride
length when walking. Affect and cognition may also be affected. These
symptoms are brought about following a loss of neurons in the zona compacta of
the substantia nigra (Calne 2005). These neurons form the nigrostriatal
dopaminergic pathway, and their loss leads to a deficiency of the
neurotransmitter dopamine in the striatum (Dauer and Przedborski 2003). It is
estimated that 80 percent of dopamine content in the motor pathways is lost
before people develop symptoms of PD. This is equivalent to losing
approximately 50 percent of the dopamine-producing neurons in the
substantia nigra (Stoessl et al. 2005).
Recent data suggest that the pathophysiologic changes in PD include
aberrations in the overall firing rates, decreased neuronal selectivity, and
increased neuronal oscillation and synchronization in the basal ganglia (BG;
(Gale et al. 2008). The BG form a part of neural networks that are implicated in
aspects of motor planning (Mehler-Wex et al. 2006), control of rhythmic
movements (Freeman et al. 1993; Takakusaki et al. 2004), and processing of
visual information (Sil'kis 2007).
It has been suggested that PD is a form of accelerated aging, since some of the
key PD symptoms are similar to signs of normal aging (Pahwa 2006); however,
there is currently no sound support for this view (Hawkes 2008; Sandyk 1997).
Causes
It is not clear what brings about Parkinson's disease. Environmental and genetic
causes have been researched, but these explain only a minority of the cases,
and a clear link has yet to be established. While some environmental factors are
associated with a higher risk of developing parkinsonian symptoms (such as
pesticides (Chade et al. 2006)), others (e.g., cigarette smoking and coffee
drinking) are associated with a reduced risk of developing PD (Hernan et al.
2002; Scott et al. 2005). Certain occupations are associated with increased
incidence of PD - namely, healthcare, teaching and farming (Goldman et al.
2005). Further hypotheses for possible causes include a self-generated toxin,
such as the result of a normal metabolism of dopamine, which generates harmful
reactive oxygen species (Cohen 1984).
The specific molecular events that provoke neurodegeneration in PD have not
yet been elucidated. There exist, however, several models that aid in the study
of the disease and its symptoms.
Models
Genetic
An important pathological feature of PD is the presence of Lewy bodies - 15-pm-
diameter filamentous, cytoplasmic inclusions, found mainly in the cells of the
substantia nigra in PD patients. A major component of a Lewy body is a protein
called a-synuclein (Spillantini et al. 1997). Mutations in the a-synuclein gene
have been associated with rare familial cases of PD, and this discovery led to the
development of genetically engineered flies and mice that overexpress the
mutant human gene (Betarbet et al. 2002). However, a-synuclein is found in all
Lewy bodies, including the vast majority of PD cases, where there is no a-
synuclein-gene mutation. Other implicated genes are: parkin, DJ-1, PINK1,
LRRK2 and UCH-L1; as with a-synuclein, the proteins parkin and ubiquitin (the
protein product of UCH-L1) have been identified as components of Lewy bodies
(Bonifati 2005). DJ-1 knockout Drosophila flies have been created and are now
being studied (Meulener et al. 2005).
Chemical
Pharmacological agents and environmental toxins have been used to develop
experimental PD models. Most notable among those is MPTP.
MPTP
In 1983, researchers reported that parkinsonian symptoms were observed in a
group of drug users, and were caused by MPTP (1-methyl-4- phenyl-1,2,3,6-
tetrahydropyridine). Subsequently, MPTP was shown to be an effective
neurotoxin that selectively destroys nigrostriatal cells. It is a thermal-breakdown
product of a narcotic used by drug abusers as a heroin substitute (Singer et al.
1986). As consumption of this substance results in clinical symptoms that are
remarkably similar to idiopathic PD - also referred to as sporadic PD, is without a
known cause, and accounts for 95% of the cases (Dauer and Przedborski 2003)
- researchers have used it to develop animal models of the disease in
susceptible species, including mice, cats and primates (Betarbet et al. 2002). It is
often used as the gold-standard model for preclinical evaluations of new
therapies aimed at treating PD symptoms (Dauer and Przedborski 2003).
Several other animal models exist that target specific species, exhibit certain
subsets of the parkinsonian symptom range and/or seek to prove or disprove
specific hypotheses, such as the respective roles of, and interactions between,
oxidative stress, mitochondrial respiration defect, and abnormal protein
aggregation in PD pathogenesis. For reviews of some of these models, see
(Betarbet et al. 2002; Dauer and Przedborski 2003).
Treatments over the years
Medicine
Replenishment of striatal dopamine through oral administration of levodopa, a
dopamine precursor, initially alleviates most of the disease symptoms. However,
after several years of treatment, its effect wears off, and patients develop
dyskinesia (involuntary movements), which may become quite disabling. There is
currently an open debate in the field as to whether levodopa may even
accelerate the progression of the disease (Fahn 2005; Walton-Hadlock et al.
2005). Some researchers claim that levodopa impairs learning, but not
generalization, for certain tasks (Shohamy et al. 2006). Other dopamine agonists
are also used, such as pramipexole (Moller and Oertel 2005). Often,
dopaminergic therapy is combined with pharmacological agents that either inhibit
the metabolism of levodopa in circulation, or ones that inhibit the breakdown of
dopamine in the brain (Pahwa 2006), thus making the dopaminergic therapeutic
agent potent for longer periods. At this time, no treatment actually halts
dopaminergic neuron degeneration; rather, existing treatments alleviate some of
the symptoms.
Neuroablation
Lesioning of the globus pallidus pars interna (GPi), the ventral intermediate
nucleus (VIM) of the thalamus, and the subthalamic nucleus (STN) were
performed in the 1950s-1960s. With the introduction of levodopa in 1967, this
surgical approach was mostly abandoned (Ashkan et al. 2004). The long-term
complications associated with levodopa and improved surgical procedures
brought pallidotomy, thalamotomy and subthalamotomy back to the foreground of
therapy in the 1980s-1990s (Thobois et al. 2005a).
Deep Brain Stimulation
In 1987, the first deep-brain stimulation (DBS) procedure was performed to treat
tremor (Benabid et al. 2005). The target of the stimulation was the thalamic VIM
region, and the treatment proved efficient in reducing tremor. In 1993, the
procedure was applied to the STN (Benabid et al. 2005), and in 1994 to the GPi
(Breit et al. 2004) to treat PD. Stimulation has several advantages over
neuroablation (Thobois et al. 2005a): it can be done bilaterally, has fewer side
effects, can be adjusted , or turned off altogether. Note that once the stimulator is
implanted, 'patients may still consume medication. Usually, the amount required
for optimal performance is much reduced compared to pre-operation dosages
(Ashkan et al. 2004). DBS is also extensively used to treat patients with dystonia
(Tagliati et al. 2004). It is currently explored as a possible treatment for
obsessive-compulsive disorder (Lipsman et al. 2007), Tourette syndrome (Temel
and Visser-Vandewalle 2004), chronic pain, depression and other disorders
(Shils et al. 2008).
Deep brain stimulation
DBS targets
Initially, DBS was performed in the VIM of the thalamus, to replace thalamotomy
in the treatment of tremor. Bilateral high-frequency stimulation of the STN and of
the GPi for the treatment of PD followed in 1993 and 1994, respectively (Breit et
al. 2004). DBS of either of these two sites within the BG addresses not only
tremor, but also rigidity, akinesia and drug-induced dyskinesia (Ashkan et al.
2004). Few studies compared these two targets for relative efficacy. The main
tool for evaluation of the disease progression, and hence for the comparison
among treatments, is the Unified Parkinson's Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS). It
is an overall assessment rating scale that quantifies all the motor and behavioral
aspects of PD. It includes: mentation, activites of daily living (ADL) and a motor
examination. Obeso et al. found STN as a target to give more improvement on
the UPDRS motor scores than GPi (Obeso et al. 2001), and others found it to be
associated with decreased levodopa requirements and longer stimulator half-life
(Ashkan et al. 2004). In a 69-participant study, which followed patients 3-4 years
post-operatively, these results were duplicated, and STN was found to be a
superior target also in terms of better ADL scores and prolonged periods with
good mobility and no dyskinesia. Both groups showed deterioration in
performance in motor function and ADL (when in the 'on medication' state) over
time. The STN group also showed deterioration in speech and postural stability.
More commonly, those with STN DBS experienced cognitive decline, speech
difficulty, instability, gait disorders and depression (Rodriguez-Oroz et al. 2005).
For both targets, a comparison between pre-operative, off-medication,
performance and 4-years post-operative, off-stimulation, performance showed no
difference as regards the UPDRS motor score (tremor, rigidity and hypokinesia),
but a significant worsening in gait, postural stability and speech, suggesting that
the disease progresses outside the dopaminergic system in its late stages
(Freund 2005).
Effects and side effects
Studies reporting the postoperative results of bilateral STN DBS implantation are
generally favorable (see, for example, (Kawakami et al. 2005; Lezcano et al.
2004)). Summary of several such results, presented in (Ashkan et al. 2004),
shows 38-68% improvement in motor function 1, 32-68% improvement in ADL2,
64-93% improvement in levodopa-induced dyskinesia, and 32-77% reduction in
levodopa dose. Freezing of gait has also been shown to significantly improve
Sdefined by the UPDRS, part 3
2 defined by the UPDRS, part 2
with STN DBS when comparing "off medication" state pre-operatively and
postoperatively; no significant change observed between "on medication" states
(Davis et al. 2006).
Reports of negative side effects exist, but are more sporadic. First and foremost
is the risk during the implantation surgery itself, where an inadvertent
hemorrhage may cause a debilitating stroke, or death. Otherwise, there have
been anecdotal reports of post-surgery: (1) transient acute depression (Bejjani et
al. 1999); this has been reported for pallidotomy (lesioning of the GPi) as well
(Bezerra et al. 1999); (2) laughter (when stimulation settings were set to 50%
over therapeutic values) (Krack et al. 2001); (3) pseudobulbar crying3 (Okun et
al. 2004); (4) tremor, which did not exist pre-operatively (Thobois et al. 2005b);
and (5) reversible worsening in stuttering (Burghaus et al. 2006).
Cortical stimulation
Stimulation of the cortex is emerging as a new treatment for pain management.
Stimulation is delivered either via an epidurally implanted electrode array, or non-
invasively, using transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS). Transcranial
stimulation frequencies are relatively low, typically in the range 0.2-10 Hz;
stimulation lasts seconds to minutes, and its (progressively fading) effect may
last up to 1 month. This approach is very much in the exploratory stage, and
3 Pseudobulbar crying is a term used for patients who cry, but show no other evidence of
subjective feelings of depression such as dysphoria, anhedonia, or vegetative signs; this side
effect was reported for a single case, where the patient had previously undergone pallidotomy
although some patients greatly benefit from the treatment, many experience very
slight improvement or none at all. For a review on the current state of this
treatment, see (Pridmore et al. 2005). Recently, cortical stimulation has been
proposed as a less risky alternative to deep brain stimulation for treatment of
Parkinson's disease. The rationale being, as the motor cortex is affected by
corrupt signals from the basal ganglia in PD, stimulating it may have a positive
outcome on PD symptoms. Whether this approach is successful remains to be
seen (Arle and Shils 2008).
So far, one study reported a 1-month improvement in gait and bradykinesia
following motor- and prefrontal-cortex repetitive TMS (rTMS) (Lomarev et al.
2006).
Another study, using extradural motor cortex stimulation (EMCS) in 6 patients,
with stimulation parameters ranging between: 2.5-6 v, 150-180 psec, 25-40 Hz,
reports a 42-62% decrease in overall UPDRS score, and a reduction of 11-73%
in levodopa prescribed. Patient follow-up in this study was done 4 months to 2.5
years post-operatively. The researchers assert that the treatment affects the
entire spectrum of PD symptoms (Pagni et al. 2005).
Basal ganglia
The BG consist of four subcortical nuclei - the striatum, the substantia nigra, the
globus pallidus, and the subthalamic nucleus (see figure 1) - and play a major
role in voluntary movement control. They receive input from the cerebral cortex
and send output to the brain stem, and through the thalamus back to the
prefrontal, premotor and motor cortices (Kandel et al. 2000).
Substantia nigra
The substantia nigra is comprised of two parts: the reticular (pars reticulata, SNr)
and the compact (pars compacta, SNpc). The cells of the pars compacta are
dopaminergic (dopamine-producing) and also contain neuromelanin, a dark
pigment derived from dopamine. Neuromelanin accumulates with age in
lysosomal granules of the cells and accounts for the dark color of this structure
as well as for its ensuing name. Degeneration of these dopaminergic neurons in
PD causes a depletion of dopamine in the striatum, most notably in the putamen.
Striatum
The striatum - comprised of the putamen, the caudate nucleus, and the ventral
striatum - is the major recipient of inputs to the BG from the cerebral cortex, the
thalamus and the brain stem. Its neurons project to the globus pallidus and to the
reticular portion of the substantia nigra.
Globus pallidus
The globus pallidus is also comprised of two parts: the internal (GPi) and the
external (GPe). The cells of the GPi, like the cells of SNr, use the inhibitory
neurotransmitter GABA (y-aminobutyric acid). The GPi plays a part in
sensorimotor processing (Deletis and Shils 2002) and is one of the targets for
deep brain stimulation.
Subthalamic nucleus
The STN lies just below the thalamus, and its glutamatergic cells are the only
excitatory projections in the BG. Based on microelectrode recording studies, it is
thought that tonic activity is abnormally increased in the STN of patients with
Parkinson's disease, and is responsible for the parkinsonian symptoms. Further
support for this view comes from the amelioration in parkinsonism observed after
lesioning of the STN (Kandel et al. 2000). STN is currently the main target for
DBS for PD. Researchers using deep brain stimulation as a tool to study the STN
concluded that the STN, especially in the left hemisphere, is involved in
visuospatial orientation (Witt et al. 2006). Others assert that the STN serves as a
regulator of the associative4 and limbic5 circuits (Temel et al. 2005).
4 The prefrontal association cortex is involved with creating a working memory, an active
maintenance of information relevant to an ongoing behavior
5 The limbic system is associated with emotion, learning, and memory
Inter-BG circuitry
Output from the BG to the thalamus and the brain stem, in the form of tonic
inhibition, comes from SNr and GPi. This inhibitory output is thought to be
modulated by two parallel pathways coming down from the striatum: the 'direct'
and the 'indirect' pathways (Alexander and Crutcher 1990) (see figure 2).
In the indirect pathway, striatal signals pass to the GPe, and from there to the
STN, both interactions mediated by inhibitory GABA. The STN then sends
excitatory signals to the GPi and SNr. In the direct pathway, inhibitory GABA
striatal signals pass directly to the GPi and SNr.
On the one hand, then, the output nuclei, GPi and SNr, receive excitatory input
from the indirect pathway, and on the other hand, they receive inhibitory input
through the direct pathway. These opposing signals are not fired constantly, but
their relative timing is used to modulate the output of the basal ganglia. In other
words, the neurons in the output nuclei discharge inhibitory signals tonically at
high frequency. When (phasic) input arrives from the direct pathway, the output
nuclei are transiently suppressed, the thalamus and, ultimately, the cortex, are
activated, and movement is facilitated. Alternatively, input from the indirect
pathway is excitatory to the output nuclei, which then further suppress thalamic
activation, and inhibits movement. Recently, it has been suggested that there
exist yet two more pathways: a 'hyperdirect' one, with faster conduction velocities
than the two others, in which the STN receives input from the cortex, and it sends
its output to the BG output nuclei GPi/SNr (Nambu 2005); and one where striatal
neurons are directly connecting to forebrain and control or modulate cortical
activity (Furuta and Kaneko 2006).
Extra-BG circuitry
The inter-BG pathways are a part of a cortical-subcortical neuronal circuit.
Cortical neurons input into the caudate-putamen in the striatum, the signals pass
through either the direct or the indirect pathway to the output nuclei, which
project into the thalamus, which in turn, sends input back to the cortex (e.g.,
Graybiel 2001). Topographic projections from the cortex - primary motor (MC)
and premotor 6 areas - enter the putamen. Movement-related neurons in the
putamen are organized somatotopically. This topographic organization
propagates down through the GPi to the thalamus. The skeletomusclar loop is
then closed when projections from the thalamus reach the cortex 7 (Kandel et al.
2000).
The direct pathway is driven by the dopaminergic D1 receptors in the striatum,
and removes the inhibition of the BG output nuclei on the ventrolateral (VL)
thalamus with the result of a facilitatory influence on the motor cortex. The
indirect pathway, driven by dopaminergic D2 receptors in the striatum, exerts an
6 including the arcuate and the supplementary motor area (SMA)
7 SMA, premotor cortex, and precentral motor fields
inhibitory influence (Kaji et al. 2005). The parallel functional architecture of the
two parallel pathways, with opposing influences on the BG output nuclei, was
described by (Alexander and Crutcher 1990).
Why are there two pathways
Little is known about the interaction between the direct and the indirect pathway.
One possibility is that the direct pathway is in charge of facilitating a movement,
while the indirect pathway is responsible for putting the breaks on that
movement, smoothing it out. This reciprocity is consistent with the view that the
BG play a role in scaling movement amplitude/velocity. Another possibility is that
the two project into different cell populations in the GPi/SNr, and while the direct
pathway reinforces a selected pathway, the indirect pathway suppresses
potentially conflicting patterns. This focusing of neural activity is similar to the
inhibitory surround described for various sensory systems (Kandel et al. 2000).
BG in PD
Because the dopaminergic input from the SNc to the striatum acts as inhibitory
input to the indirect pathway (D2 receptor), and as excitatory input to the direct
pathway (D1 receptor), its absence leads to an overactive indirect pathway, and
hypoactive direct pathway. The overall effect is excessive inhibitory influence on
the motor cortex, which underlies bradykinesia and akinesia (Kaji et al. 2005).
Recently, a modeling approach has been employed as a powerful technique for
the study of the mechanisms whereby DBS achieves its clinical benefits in PD
(Arle et al. 2008; McIntyre et al. 2007; Shils et al. 2008).
Learning in the BG
Cells of several regions in the BG are autonomously active and possibly act as
'pacemakers'. Such dopaminergic neurons in the SNpc, when their firing rate is
accelerated, cause a pause in cholinergic interneuron activity in the striatum.
That pause in their activity is thought to generate a learning signal in the striatum
(Surmeier et al. 2005). One reason for this hypothesis is that all synapses in the
BG, apart from those of the STN, are GABA-ergic, and so a pause in activity
brings about increased activity of the target neuron.
Figure 1. A schematic of the basal ganglia and the thalamus (HOPES 2008).
Brainstem and
spinal cord
Figure 2. Alexander, Crutcher and Delong's model of the BG (Alexander et al.
1990):gray connections represent the inhibitory connections and the black
connections represent excitatory ones. Modified from (Shils et al. 2008); See
same for a schematic of the stimulated PD state.
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Abstract-Deep brain stimulation (DBS) is the most common surgical procedure for patients with
Parkinson's disease (PD). DBS has been shown to have a positive effect on PD symptoms; however,
its specific effects on motor control are not yet understood. We introduce the novel use of a
wrist robot in studying the effects of stimulation on motor performance and learning. We present
results from patients performing reaching movements in a null field and in a force field with and
without stimulation. We discuss special cases where robotic testing reveals otherwise undiagnosed
impairments, and where clinical scores and robot-based scores display opposing trends.
Keywords: Wrist robot; Parkinson's disease; deep brain stimulation; motor control; motor learning.
1. INTRODUCTION
Parkinson's disease (PD) is a progressive neurodegenerative disease, often charac-
terized by tremor, slowness of movement and rigidity. The degeneration of neurons
in the substantia nigra creates a shortage in the neurotransmitter dopamine, resulting
in movement impairments that characterize the disease. In the US, at least 500 000
people are thought to suffer from PD and about 50 000 new cases are reported an-
nually; the average age of onset is around 60 [1]. Aging of the society will likely
lead to a larger prevalence of the disease in the population. At this time, there is
no cure for PD. After initial diagnosis, many patients have only a mild manifesta-
tion of the symptoms and need no treatment for several years. When the severity of
symptoms increases, doctors usually prescribe levodopa to help replace the brain's
lost dopamine [1]. For those patients for whom pharmacological treatment loses
efficacy, the most common therapeutic surgical procedure is deep brain stimula-
*To whom correspondece should be addressed. E-mail: shellyle@mit.edu
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tion (DBS) of the subthalamic nucleus (STN). In 1987 the first deep-brain high-
frequency stimulation of the thalamus was performed to treat tremor and in 1993
the technique was applied to the subthalamic nucleus for treatment of advanced
PD [2].
STN DBS has been demonstrated to be effective in mitigating the primary disease
symptoms. An average improvement of about 52% over baseline is reported,
using the unified PD rating scale (UPDRS) motor score, in the 'off medication'
condition. However, the literature suggests an incidence of adverse effects related
to the surgery in approximately 11% of the cases [3].
While DBS demonstrates a high rate of success as a PD treatment, its mechanism
of action is not yet well understood. Robotic technology has been used extensively
in studying unimpaired subjects (e.g., Refs [4-7]). It has also been employed in
studying stroke [8-10], Huntington disease [11] and PD [12]. It has been used in
combination with imaging techniques [13], and may similarly assist in elucidating
specific effects of stimulation on motor performance and motor learning.
To investigate motor learning, we used an implicit learning task: explicit learning
refers to the acquisition of information accompanied by awareness of the learned
information and its influence; implicit learning refers to similar acquisition without
awareness of the learned information and its influence. In particular, we are
investigating procedural learning, which is a form of implicit learning where skill
improves over repetitive trials. Imaging results with healthy young males showed an
increase in activation of the striatum during early phases of implicit motor learning
and decreased activation during the skill-transfer phase [12, 13]. As the striatum
is a component of the basal ganglia, which are affected in PD, we set out to test
PD patients in the 'off medication' state on the same task and compare them with
age-matched controls [12].
Here, we expand upon our previous studies, and employ a novel wrist robot to
study motor performance and motor learning in PD patients with DBS, comparing
the stimulation 'on' and stimulation 'off' conditions, in the 'on medication' state.
While significant contributions to the study of motor control and to neuroscience
were achieved via studies involving more proximal limb segments, i.e., shoulder-
and-elbow, devices that allow similar kinds of studies with more distal limb
segments such as the wrist and hand offer certain advantages as these areas have
larger cortical representation, which are more lateralized and thus will facilitate our
future tests with cortical stimulators.
To test motor performance, we examine the characteristics of subjects' move-
ments in a null force field (see Methods)--we evaluate their point-to-point wrist
movements, and score the movements based on their accuracy, smoothness and
timing. We compare the scores of PD patients with DBS turned on to their score
when the DBS is turned off. We also compare those scores to those of age-matched
controls. After performing the point-to-point movements in the null force field,
subjects' movements are examined in the presence of a force field. Their rate of
adaptation to the field is assessed and compared among the groups. As mentioned
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earlier, one goal of the research is to evaluate the effect of stimulation on motor
learning. Another goal is to use the wrist robot as a patient-evaluation device to
provide a non-invasive, objective, accurate and reproducible method of scoring pa-




The wrist robot is configured for safe, stable and compliant operation in close
physical contact with humans. This is achieved using backdrivable hardware and
impedance control-a key feature of the robot control system. The robot can
move, guide or perturb movements of a subject's limb, and can record motions
and mechanical quantities such as the position, velocity and torques applied. It
is designed with 3 d.o.f., corresponding to those of the human wrist: abduction-
adduction (AA), flexion-extension (FE) and pronation-supination (PS). A curved
rail sits between four guide wheels, which allow it to rotate. Figure 1 shows the
wrist robot.
AA and FE motions are accomplished by a differential mechanism with a total
speed reduction of 8:1, while PS movement is accomplished by a curved rail geared
to 10:1. A key aspect of the design is combining these speed-reduction ratios in
a compact, low-friction transmission, as it permits the use of smaller and lighter
actuators than a direct-drive design of comparable performance, while maintaining
a low robot output impedance (i.e., the device is highly 'backdrivable'). Ideally,
a subject attempting to move the robot at speeds from 0 to 38 rad/s should encounter
Figure 1. The wrist robot. Here, used to control a cursor on the screen and move it to a presented
target.
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no significant friction, inertia or stiffness. In this design, the apparent stiffness
is zero, the maximum apparent inertia for each wrist d.o.f. is estimated to be
(30-45) x 10- 4 kg m2 and the maximum apparent static friction torque is 0.29 N m
for PS, 0.075 N m for FE and 0.075 N m for AA. The device accommodates
the range of motion of everyday tasks: FE 60'/600, AA 300/450 and PS 700/700.
The torque output from the device is capable of lifting the person's hand against
gravity, accelerating the inertia and appears to be able to overcome most forms of
hypertonicity. The device can produce a range of continuous stall torques with no
cogging (1.85 N m for PS, 1.43 N m for FE and 1.43 N m for AA), impedances
(0 to 60 N m/rad for PS, 0 to 40 N m/rad for FE and 0 to 40 N m/rad for AA) and
damping (0 to 1 N m s/rad for PS, O0 to 0.45 N m s/rad for FE and 0 to 0.45 N m s/rad
for AA). For more details on the device, see Refs [14-16].
2.2. Protocol
Ten subjects diagnosed with PD and with bilaterally implanted DBS participated
in the experiment after giving their informed consent. Subjects were seated in a
chair, resting their arm on an armrest, while holding the robotic manipulandum's
end-effector in their hand. They used the end-effector to control a cursor on a
computer screen positioned in front of them. They were presented with one center
target and eight peripheral ones (see Fig. 1). A different target was highlighted
every 1.6 s, alternating between a randomly selected peripheral target and the center
target. This duration was chosen to allow enough time for subjects who may have a
long reaction time and move at a slow speed to complete the movement. We asked
the subjects to reach the targets with the cursor as they changed color. Each set of
80 movements out to the periphery and back to the center is termed a block. Some
of the blocks were performed in a null force field and some in the presence of a curl
force field. The forces used are proportional to the subject's wrist velocity, and are
perpendicular to it:
SFE 0 0.15 [ )
TAA -0.15 0 AA'
where r is the torque vector (Nm), 8 is the wrist velocity vector (rad/s) multiplied
by constant matrix representing the imposed viscosity (Nm s/rad).
After an initial practice block (null perturbation forces), subjects performed one
block in the absence of perturbation forces (null), six blocks within a curl force
field (A), two blocks with a curl field in the opposite direction (B) and, finally,
one more block in a null force field. The null block is used to study baseline
performance. The set of blocks in the A field is used to study motor learning. The
set of blocks in the B field is used to study skill transfer, i.e., the effect that learning
one task (compensating for force field A) has on the rate of learning of another task
(compensating for force field B). The final null block is used to verify that no effects
of fatigue are present. Subjects performed the entire set of null-A-B-null blocks
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DBS ON DBS OFF
~ (a) (b)
Figure 2. Order of blocks in the DBS ON (a) and DBS OFF (b) conditions. Each block comprises
a set of 80 movements to a peripheral target and back to the center target. N = null field, A = force
field in one direction (clockwise or counter clockwise; controlled by the sign of the B matrix in (1)
and B = force field in the opposite direction to A. Half of the subjects experienced a clockwise force
field in A and half experienced a counterclockwise forced field in A.
with stimulation on (DBS ON; see Fig. 2a). After a 1-h break, their stimulators
were turned off bilaterally and testing resumed 15 min later. With stimulation off
(DBS OFF) patients performed only the practice block, the baseline null block and
four blocks of the A field (see Fig. 2b). Subjects continued to follow their normal
medication regimen throughout the experiment. When in the stimulation 'on' state,
patients were evaluated using a battery of neuropsychological tests, including the
UPDRS and the modified Hoehn and Yahr scale (H&Y). When in the stimulation
'off' state, they were re-evaluated only on the H&Y scale and on Part 3 (Motor) of
the UPDRS.
We analyzed the movement traces generated by the subjects and scored each
movement based on parameters that reflect movement quality. Here, we present
two of these measures of performance: path length and lateral deviation.
2.3. Robot-based performance metrics
Reaching movements involving the shoulder and elbow have been shown to follow
a straight trajectory [4], and performance measures were developed based on this
observation. Measuring total path length to a target and deviation from a straight
line to the target as indicators of movement quality has been a common approach
[12, 17]. Wrist movements have not yet been similarly characterized. However,
we see a very clear pattern indicating these two measures are relevant for wrist
movements: when healthy subjects are exposed to a force field which perturbs their
movements, they suffer an increase in both path length and lateral deviation, but
learn to compensate for the force field, which is manifested in a shorter path length
and less deviation (unpublished observations).
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We use the following equations for calculating these measures:
Path length: S = ds, (2)
where S is the total path length and so and sN are the first and last position points,
respectively. We, thus, measure the total length of the subject's wrist movement as
the subject reaches from the central target to a peripheral one. This value is assigned
as the path length score for that movement. The score per block is the average score
for the 80 individual movements in the block.
N
Lateral deviation: D = E(s(i) - p(i))2 , (3)
i=1
where D is the total lateral deviation, N is the total number of samples, s(i) is the
wrist position at sample i and p(i) is the point of intersection between the straight
line connecting the targets and a normal to that line, passing through s (i). That is,
for each movement, we pass an imaginary line connecting the center point to the
peripheral target and calculate by how much the subject's wrist deviated laterally
from that line. This value is the assigned lateral deviation score for the movement.
3. RESULTS
We are currently pursuing our initial goal of recruiting and testing 40 subjects. Here,
we present several cases that exemplify the versatility of the robotic apparatus in
identifying various facets of the disease. We have so far encountered five distinct
categories of patients in the experiment: one typical and four atypical; we discuss
each separately below.
3.1. Patient A-typical
A 62-year-old right-handed male, diagnosed with PD 14 years prior to the exper-
iment, had bilaterally implanted STN DBS 1.5 years earlier. The subject had no
problem performing the task with stimulation on (see Fig. 3a). With stimulation off,
the subject was still able to perform the task, although with less agility (see Fig. 3b).
When forces were introduced in the DBS OFF state, performance deteriorated fur-
ther (cf., Fig. 3c and d), yet improved over successive blocks (cf, Fig. 3d and e).
Five out of the 10 patients we tested so far fit this overall pattern.
3.2. Patient B-clinical scores and robotic scores do not agree
A 65-year-old left-handed male, diagnosed with PD 17 years prior to the experi-
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Figure 3. Movement traces of patient A in the DBS ON (left column) and DBS OFF (right column)
conditions. (a) DBS ON, block 2 (null field); (b) DBS OFF, block 2 (null field); (c) DBS ON, block 3(A field); (d) DBS OFF, block 3 (A field) and (e) DBS OFF, block 6 (A field).
suffering from a severe bipolar disorder when off stimulation. This subject's perfor-
mance appeared to improve according to the robot-based measures when stimula-
tion was turned off, yet his UPDRS Part 3 and H&Y scores indicated a decline (see
Table 1 and Fig. 4).
3.3. Patient C-inability to perform task
A 62-year-old right-handed male, diagnosed with PD 15 years prior to the exper-
iment, had bilaterally implanted STN DBS 1 year earlier. The subject's clinical
scores were not abnormal for his condition (see Table 1). He verbally confirmed
understanding the task, but was unable to execute it as required. The task can be de-
d
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Table 1.
ON/OFF clinical scores
Patient UPDRS On UPDRS Off H&Y On H&Y Off
A 9 35 2 3
B 10 17 0 2
C 11 22 2.5 2.5
D 9 29 0 3
E 27 32 3 3

























Figure 4. Robot-based performance measures demonstrating an improvement in patient B's perfor-
mance when stimulation is turned off. Patient B's results are plotted next to the average performance
of seven other PD patients.
composed into random and predictable movement directions. When the movement
direction is random, the subject must wait for a visually displayed target before initi-
ating movement. The predictable movement was the return back to the center target
after each reach to a peripheral one. Cursor location was recorded during the 1.6 s
allocated for each movement. Inspecting Fig. 5, one would notice that the patient
was not moving the wrist at all during times that were allocated for 'back to the
center' movements (black line), but only during times allocated for 'out to a periph-
eral target' movements (gray line). This pattern persisted in both the DBS ON and
DBS OFF states. Inspection of Fig. 5 reveals the subject had no physical problem
with reaching the targets or visual impairment that prevented him from detecting the
highlighted target. It appears the presence or absence of a randomness component
played a role in his ability to respond to stimuli. This impairment, readily evident
using the robotic task, was not otherwise detected with the conventional clinical
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Figure 5. Movement traces of patient C, demonstrating his inability to perform the task in either the
'stimulation on' (a) or 'stimulation off' (b) state.
3.4. Patient D--inability to perform task only in the DBS OFF state
A 66-year-old left-handed male, diagnosed with PD 12 years prior to the experi-
ment, had bilaterally implanted STN DBS 1.5 years earlier. The subject had no
particular difficulty performing the task with stimulation on (see Fig. 6a). With
stimulation off, the subject was unable to perform the task as required (see Fig. 6b).
3.5. Patient E--long wear-off period, mostly gait affected by PD
An 80-year-old right-handed male, diagnosed with PD 14 years prior to the
experiment, had bilaterally implanted STN DBS 5 years earlier. This subject's PD
symptoms manifested themselves mostly in the lower limbs. From DBS ON to
DBS OFF, his UPDRS Part 3 score worsened by 3 points and his H&Y score did
not change (see Table 1). We also found no statistically significant difference in
his performance between the two conditions using the robot-based measures. The
patient anecdotally mentioned days-long periods for the stimulation effects to wear
off. This is a case where (i) evaluation shortly after turning the stimulation off may
not be relevant and (ii) using the wrist robot for evaluation when symptoms manifest
themselves mostly in the lower limb may be less relevant.
4. DISCUSSION
We introduce the use of a wrist robot, able to measure wrist position and exert forces
on it, in evaluation of PD patients with implanted DBS. We test subjects in a null
field to evaluate their baseline performance, and then in the presence of a force field
to examine their capacity for motor learning and their rate of motor learning. We
survey five distinct cases that exemplify the breadth of the patient spectrum that was
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Figure 6. Movement traces of patient D, demonstrating his ability to perform the task in the
'stimulation on' (a) state, but not in the 'stimulation off' (b) state. Both figures depict the patient's
movements in a null field.
tested: (i) one which displayed a 'typical' behavior when stimulation was turned off
(five out of 10 subjects), (ii) one which scored better on robotic-based measures,
but worse on clinical scales when stimulation was turned off, (iii) one who was
unable to perform the task in either stimulation setting, (iv) one who was unable
to perform the task only when in the stimulation 'off' setting, and (v) one who
displayed no significant difference between the 'on' and the 'off' states, possibly
due to a combination of factors-long stimulation-effects wear-off periods and
primary symptom manifestation on the lower limbs. The initial results from these
cases suggest that the wrist robot may serve as a complimentary tool to clinical
scales-to detect different aspects of movement not covered by the clinical scales.
To further investigate this possibility, we are currently testing more patients as well
as healthy controls.
Our robotic technology opens the door to a variety of applications within the pa-
tient care realm. One such application that we are presently studying is the possibil-
ity of using the robot to update stimulation parameters: each patient's performance
is evaluated at baseline before stimulators are implanted. After stimulators are im-
planted and turned on, as the patients perform reaching movements using the wrist
robot, their trajectories are analyzed, and new stimulation settings are identified and
transmitted to the pulse generator for optimized performance (gain scheduling).
5. CONCLUSIONS
We report the novel combination of two well-established and validated technologies,
i.e. DBS and the wrist robot, to study the effects of stimulation on motor control
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movement in a null field--timing, accuracy and smoothness-as well as rate of
motor learning, manifested as adaptation to the presence of a force field. With
stimulation parameters as the input and robot-based measures of performance as
output, we might be better able to optimally adapt the DBS parameters to the
patients' needs over time even as the neuro-degeneration process progresses. The
wrist robot provides a novel platform for studying the effects of neurological
diseases and their treatments on motor performance and motor learning.
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CHAPTER 3
NON-MONOTONICITY ON A SPATIO-TEMPORALLY DEFINED CYCLIC TASK:
EVIDENCE OF TWO MOVEMENT TYPES?

ABSTRACT
We tested 23 healthy subjects using a novel paradigm for the study of rhythmic
movements. The required amplitude and frequency ranges of the elbow
movements were specified to the subjects using a closed shape on a phase-
plane display, showing velocity vs. position. We found that the combined
accuracy in velocity and in position throughout the movement was not a
monotonic function of movement speed. Our findings suggest that specific
frequency/amplitude combinations give rise to two distinct types of movements -
one of a more rhythmic nature, and the other of a more discrete nature.
INTRODUCTION
In healthy subjects, we have previously found the basal ganglia (BG) to play a
role in motor control and motor learning when subjects performed a discrete
motor task (Krebs et al. 1998). The BG are severely affected in Parkinson's
disease, and our group has been involved with studying motor control -
performance and learning - in Parkinson's disease (PD) on discrete tasks
(Krebs et al. 2001; Levy-Tzedek et. al. 2007; Tunik et al. 2007; Messier et al.
2007; Krebs et. al. in press). The BG are also implicated in control of rhythmic
limb movements (Takakusaki et al. 2004). In fact, activation of specific
components of the BG has been correlated with particular aspects of rhythmic
movement control, such as the frequency of finger tapping (Leh6ricy et al. 2006).
Furthermore, the BG have been shown to be involved in pacemaking activity on
the neuronal level (Plenz and Kital 1999; Surmeier et al. 2005), which could
potentially drive rhythmic muscle activity (Harris-Warrick 2002).
We have expanded our studies to include rhythmic tasks to study the differences
between control of rhythmic movement in healthy subjects and in their PD peers.
To study the effects of vision on motor control in PD, we included both 'vision'
and 'non-vision' trials, where visual feedback was present or absent,
respectively. Here we report the results for the healthy control subjects.
The experimental paradigm was designed such that timing cues were not explicit,
but rather, timing was implicitly dictated by a closed shape on a phase-plane
display (where speed is plotted vs. position). The phase plane afforded a way to
display target amplitude and frequency of movement to subjects without giving
them any explicit timing cues (e.g., via a metronome). It is widely used to study
dynamical systems, especially those that typically underlie the production of
rhythmic behavior (e.g. limit-cycle oscillators; Kelso and Tuller 1984). A key
feature of the phase plane is that it "suppresses time"; that is, a phase-plane plot
fully characterizes the dynamics of a one-dimensional oscillator yet does not
explicitly represent time. Therefore, by using a phase plane display we were able
to give precise instructions about target amplitude and frequency while
minimizing requirements for processing explicit timing information.
We evaluated the accuracy of subjects' movements under different amplitude
and frequency conditions. That is, we evaluated how accurately they were able to
continuously modulate both speed and position of their elbow to stay within the
specified ranges.
To our knowledge, the relation between speed and accuracy in a task that
requires co-modulation of speed and position throughout the task, as opposed to
tasks that are either spatially or temporally defined, has not been explored.
The relation between speed and accuracy has been extensively explored in the
context of what has become known as the Fitts task, where task requirements
are either spatially (Fitts 1954; Fitts and Peterson 1964) or temporally (Schmidt
et al. 1979; Wright and Meyer 1983) defined. In the traditional paradigm, subjects
either perform the task as fast as possible (e.g., Fitts 1954), or at a high
frequency (movement time = 180-500 ms, Schmidt et al. 1979; Wright and Meyer
1983), and accuracy is measured at the endpoints of the movement only. In our
task, by comparison, speed profiles are constrained to be within a particular
range, either at slow, intermediate or fast speeds, and their spatial variation is
dictated by a closed shape displayed on the phase plane.
In addition, Fitts was able to formulate a lawful relation between movement time
(MT) and required accuracy, which has become known a Fitts' Law (Fitts 1954):
MT=a+b.lo (  (eq. 1)MT = a+ b.-log 2/ (eq. 1)kW
Where D is the distance to the target, Wis the target width; a and b are
empirically determined constants. The logarithmic term is termed the "index of
difficulty" (ID):
ID = og 2 (eq. 2)
Our task does not lend itself to computation of an ID value, however, since
accuracy is not required only at the endpoints, but along the entire path. In
addition, the task required spatio-temporal accuracy, as opposed to strictly
spatial accuracy.
Despite these important differences between the paradigms, we expected that
the overall conclusion from research into the relation between speed and
accuracy, which was found to be universally applicable in such a wide variety of
situations (albeit with some modifications, depending on the specific task
requirements, e.g., Schmidt et al. 1979), using different end effectors, limbs and
subject populations (see table 1 in Plamondon and Alimi 1997) would hold in this
case: that is, that faster movements, as they allow less opportunity for online
error correction, would be less accurate than slower ones.
However, we found that accuracy on the task did not decrease monotonically
with increasing speed. In an effort to provide an interpretation of this finding, we
evaluated the relative smoothness and the level of harmonicity of subjects'
movements across the different amplitude and frequency conditions. We found




Twenty-three healthy adult subjects without any known neurological disorders or
tremor were tested using their dominant hand in this experiment (Age: 52.7±22.3
years, range: 22-81 years; 10 females, 13 males). All subjects gave their
informed consent to participate.
Equipment
The equipment used for this experiment consisted of a modified version of the
elbow-angle measurement device described in Doeringer & Hogan 1998. A
forearm support, consisting of a commercially available wrist splint (Futuro splint
wrist brace) strapped to a flat aluminum plate atop a lightweight aluminum tube,
was hinged via precision ball bearings to a stationary support, mounted on a
table in front of the seated subject. The forearm support was deliberately
designed to be as light as possible, to minimize its effect on the natural behavior
of the limb. Its moment of inertia was -0.0056 kg m2, an order of magnitude less
than the mean value of the subjects' forearm moment of inertia, -0.075 kgm 2.
The forearm support was connected to the shaft of a rotary incremental encoder
(Gurley Precision Instruments Model # R119). This provided a position resolution
of 0.0003 radians per count. The encoder was in turn connected to a counter
card inside a computer running the real-time Linux operating system. Using this
angle sensor, we were able to display both the position and the velocity of the
elbow directly to the subject in real time. The computer controlled the recording
of the data, as well as the display, which was a 17-inch monitor, positioned -80
cm from a subject's eyes. Data were recorded at 200Hz. A large, opaque plastic
cover was placed parallel to the table, and above the apparatus, such that during
the experiment, the subjects' forearm was occluded from view (see figure 1).
Protocol
The protocol consisted of 3 blocks of 20 trials each. Subjects were presented
with a display of the phase plane of their elbow motion; the horizontal axis
displayed angular position and the vertical axis displayed angular velocity. We
kept the same dependence between the arm state variables (angular position
and velocity) and display for all blocks because we wanted to minimize
unnecessary relearning of the relationship. The target elbow behavior was
indicated by a region of the phase plane; this region was a doughnut shape
formed from two ellipses displayed on the screen. Each ellipse corresponds to a
sinusoidal elbow motion, with the nonzero width of the doughnut shape allowing
for a range of amplitudes and frequencies. The three blocks of trials were
differentiated by the shapes of their target regions; the shape displayed was
either (i) a tall thin region (fast, small-amplitude sinusoid), (ii) a circular region, or
(iii) a wide region (slow, large-amplitude sinusoid; see table 1 and figure 2). All of
the target regions occupied equal amounts of display screen area. The order of
presentation was altered and balanced across subjects, such that approximately
half of the subjects were tested first on the 'fast' block and approximately half
were tested first on the 'slow' one; the second block of trials always consisted of
the medium-speed condition. Before each block of 20 trials, subjects were
allowed to practice the movement until they felt comfortable with the task, which
usually took about four 40-second practice trials. Each test trial lasted for 20
seconds. For each block of 20 trials, 5 of them (the 2 nd , the last, and 3 randomly
selected) were blind; during these trials, subjects could see the doughnut-shaped
target region, but not the trace corresponding to their own elbow motion. The
instructions to the subjects were as follows:
On the screen in front of you, you will see a cursor whose vertical position
will depend on your elbow velocity, and whose horizontal position will
depend on your elbow position. We ask that you move your elbow back
and forth in cyclic movements (demonstrate) so that the cursor stays
within the doughnut shape displayed on the screen. On some trials, the
cursor will not be visible; you won't be able to see the trace of your
movement on the screen. In those trials, continue to try and move within
the guidelines even though you cannot see the trace (demonstrate).
The protocol was approved by the Institutional Review Boards of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology and of the University of California, San
Diego.
Table 1. Frequency and amplitude values for the center of
ellipses, as well as the allowed ranges for those values.
each of the three
Data analysis
Data were analyzed using MATLAB® (7.0.1, The MathWorks, Natick, MA). Trend
was removed from the position data, so as to reduce the effects of drift. This was
achieved by removing the best straight-line fit from the position data. Position
and each of its three derivatives, were filtered using a zero-phase (bidirectional)
digital filtering with a first order Butterworth filter (bidirectional filtering doubles the
filter order) with a cutoff frequency of 20Hz. Velocity was calculated as the
difference between every two consecutive points in the filtered position record,
Frequency (in Hz) Amplitude (in degrees)
Ellipse
Center Range Center Range
Tall, fast 2.3 1.3-5.5 6.7 3.3-10.2
Round, medium 0.55 0.36-0.85 16.3 12.9-19.8
Wide, slow 0.16 0.07-0.3 24.6 20.6-28.6
multiplied by the sampling frequency and then filtered as described above. In a
similar fashion, acceleration and jerk, were calculated.
Accuracy
Each 20-sec trial was given a numerical score that represents the percent of the
total trial time that was spent inside the target zone on the phase plane.
Smoothness
The smoothest rhythmic movement can be defined using a "mean squared jerk"
(MSJ) measure (Nelson 1983). Accordingly, to evaluate smoothness in each trial,
we calculated the average of the rate of change of acceleration (jerk) squared,
and divided it by the mean squared jerk of a corresponding maximally smooth
rhythmic movement (Hogan and Sternad 2007), to obtain the mean squared jerk
ratio (MSJR):
MSJ f2 =~~i d2 t 2 dt (eq. 3)
MSJR = SJmovement (eq. 4)
MSJms
Where MSJms is the MSJ of the corresponding maximally smooth movement.
As described in appendix II of Hogan and Sternad (2007), the minimum-MSJ
movement is strictly periodic and essentially sinusoidal. Accordingly, we used a
sinusoid of the same duration, amplitude and number of peaks as the
corresponding maximally smooth movement. Zero crossings in the velocity data
were used to define peaks in the position data. Data points before the first and
after the last velocity peak were discarded, so that a direct comparison can be
made with the corresponding sinusoid. A ratio value approaching unity would
indicate a mean-squared jerk value comparable to that of a maximally smooth
movement.
Frequency
The average frequency for each trial was estimated by calculating the reciprocal
of twice the average peak-trough horizontal distance in the position record.
Harmonicity
For every movement half-cycle, between two zero-crossings in the position
record, harmonicity was calculated as follows: When a single peak in
acceleration occurred in the half cycle, the harmonicity value was set to one;
When an inflection occurred in the half-cycle acceleration trace, movement
harmonicity was computed as the ratio of the minimum to the maximum absolute
value of the acceleration within the given half cycle; Finally, if the acceleration
trace within the half cycle changed its sign, the harmonicity value was set to zero
(Guiard 1993; Buchanan et al. 2006).
Harmonicity values were then averaged across the entirety of each 20-second
trial.
Statistical test
A non-parametric paired test, the sign test, was used to test the significance of
differences between data sets. This nonparametric test was chosen to eliminate
the need for assumptions regarding population distributions required in
parametric tests.
t U)
Figure 1. The experimental setup. (a) The forearm is strapped to the angle-
measuring device, and is occluded from the subject's view by an opaque cover.
The subject coordinates simultaneous modulation of both speed and position to
control a cursor displayed on a phase plane. (b) An illustration of the arm's
position below the cover.
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RESULTS
Velocity traces from each of the three experimental blocks (slow, medium and
fast) of one subject are shown in figure 2.
Figure 3 is showing accuracy of combined speed and position, measured
throughout the entire trial, for the three different blocks, corresponding to the
wide, circular and tall ellipses on the phase plane. As we expected, accuracy
scores, expressed as the percent of the movement time spent inside the target
zone on the phase plane, were lower (significantly, p<0.005) when subjects
performed the medium block compared to the slower block. However, rather than
a further drop in accuracy when tracing the tall ellipse on the phase plane,
subjects' accuracy scores were significantly (p<0.05) higher in that block
compared to the medium one.
This non-monotonic relation between the accuracy on the task and the speed at
which the task is performed suggests that there may be multiple sources of
movement accuracy, and that these become either more or less important
depending on the movement speed. We explored the differences among the
blocks in an effort to identify potential sources of accuracy.
From figure 2, it appears that the slower.movements are more intermittent than
the faster ones. Indeed, using the MSJR measure, we found that smoothness
decreased with decreasing movement speed (p<0.005; see figure 4). We
employed a power-law model to represent the change in MSJR with the average
frequency:
MSJR = a frequency' (eq. 5)
For a = 0.02 sec6 and b = -6, this model accounts for 92% of the variation in the
data. It is important to note that an MSJR value close to unity, as found for the
fast block (MSJR = 1.21) indicates movement that is nearly maximally smooth.
The smoothest back-to-back sequence of discrete movements was found to yield
an MSJR value of 6 (Hogan and Sternad 2007); in the medium condition the
mean MSJR value was 6.35, and in the slow condition it approached a value of
600'.
The frequencies at which the subjects performed the three blocks (slow, medium,
and fast) are plotted in figure 5. Figure 5 demonstrates that subjects did not
perform the task at the entire range of allowed frequencies, but rather executed
the task at a narrow range of frequencies.
Harmonicity values for the three blocks are shown in figure 6. Differences among
all blocks were significant (p<0.0001; see figure 6). Of particular note is that the
mean harmonicity value for the fast block was 0.95, indicating movements of
harmonic nature, whereas the mean harmonicity values for the medium and slow
1 It should be noted that the higher MSJR values are sensitive to the method of jerk calculation.
Using an alternative, spline-fitting method, we obtained a value of -3 for the medium block's
MSJR.
blocks were 0.3 and 0.0008, respectively, supporting an interpretation that they
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Figure 2. Left column: phase plane trajectories from one subject in the slow,
medium and fast blocks. Y axis: angular velocity (rad/sec), x axis: position (rad).
Right column: velocity traces from the same subject in the slow, medium and fast
























Wide ellipse (slow) Round ellipse (medium)
Figure 3. Accuracy (percent time in doughnut) values for the three vision blocks



















Wide ellipse (slow) Round ellipse (medium) Tall ellipse (fast)
Figure 4. MSJR (relative smoothness) values for the three vision blocks (slow,
medium, fast). The logarithm of the values is displayed, to facilitate comparison
among the blocks. Inset: fast vision and blind MSJR values. A single asterisk
denotes a significant difference between the vision and blind trials (p<0.0005);
two vertical asterisks denote this block is significantly different from both others
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Figure 5. Frequency values for the vision and non-vision conditions in each of
the three blocks (slow, medium, fast). An asterisk denotes a significant difference
(p<0.0005) between the vision and the non-vision conditions in the block. The
horizontal bars mark the allowed range for each block (only the lower end of the
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Figure 6. Harmonicity values for the three vision blocks (slow, medium, fast).
Two vertical asterisks denote this block is significantly different from both others




We found a non-monotonic relation between the speed of movement and the
combined accuracy of speed and position. While accuracy scores dropped from
the slow to the medium speed, they increased between the medium and the fast
speeds. We explored potential indicators of different movement types in the three
experimental blocks, which may point to utilization of alternative sources of
movement accuracy. We found that movements in the fast block were nearly
maximally smooth, and nearly maximally harmonic. In contrast, movements in
the medium and slow blocks were approximately as smooth as the smoothest
concatenation of discrete movements, or less, and had mean harmonicity values
not greater than 0.3, supporting an interpretation that they are composed of a
string of discrete action units.
These results suggest that movements in the fast block were of a more rhythmic
nature, and subjects may have used the elastic properties of the limb to achieve
not only high smoothness, and to conserve mechanical energy (Guiard 1997;
Wisleder and Dounskaia 2007), but also to achieve repeatability (van Mourik and
Beek 2004), and hence accuracy.
In contrast, in the medium and the slow blocks, subjects may have made use of
visual feedback to achieve movement accuracy, and within these blocks, slower
movements afford more time for visual corrections, and are therefore at once
more accurate and less smooth.
The finding that movements performed at the fastest speed required by the
experimental paradigm were more accurate, in terms of co-modulation of speed
and position throughout the movement, was surprising because we expected the
broadly applicable principle that there is a tradeoff between movement speed
and accuracy to apply here as well.
Speed-accuracy relations
In a highly influential article in 1954, Fitts formulated a logarithmic relation
between the duration and the required spatial precision of repetitive aimed upper
limb movements, basing his theoretical model on information theory. A decade
later, together with Peterson (1964) he demonstrated that a logarithmic relation
exists for discrete movements as well. This relationship was shown in later
experiments to hold for different subject populations, end-effectors and
experimental paradigms (Wallace and Newell 1983; Meyer et al. 1988;
Plamondon and Alimi 1997). Whereas some researchers anchored the
logarithmic relationship in a different theoretical basis than that of Fitts (e.g.,
Crossman and Goodeve 1963/1983), others found an altogether different tradeoff
relation; for example, Schmidt et al. (1979), described a linear speed-accuracy
tradeoff using a modified Fitts paradigm. Wright and Meyer (1983) concluded that
a logarithmic trade-off was present when the task was spatially defined, and a
linear relation came through when the task was temporally constrained.
There has been evidence of models' breakdown on tasks of a low index of
difficulty (ID) (Beamish et al. 2006), of high frequency (e.g., Crossman and
Goodeve 1963/1983; Schmidt et al. 1979), of slow speeds (e.g., Schmidt et al.
1979), when switching from one type of task to another (e.g., discrete to
rhythmic; Smits- Engelsman et al. 2002) or when performing two-handed
movements of disparate difficulty (Kelso et al. 1979) but, to our knowledge, it has
never been demonstrated that the relation may be non-monotonic. It is important
to stress, as we did in the introduction, that our task is different from the
traditional Fitts task in several respects. Still, we were able to identify a situation
under which the speed-accuracy relation takes a non-monotonic shape.
Movement amplitude
It may be argued that in the fast block subjects had the benefit of smaller-
amplitude movements, which may have contributed to the increased accuracy.
While we believe movement amplitude plays an important role, it is not likely to
be the sole reason for the increased accuracy observed in the fast block
compared with the medium block; When comparing the slow and the medium
blocks, movement accuracy declines in the medium compared with the slow,
despite a decrease in amplitude, suggesting that the smaller amplitude in the fast
block is not uniquely responsible for the increased accuracy.
Movement Speed
Alternatively, the differences between the fast block on the one hand and the
medium and slow blocks on the other, could result from the speed of the
movement. Crossman and Goodeve (1963/1983) noted that single rapid (200-
300 msec) motions were more accurate, that is, had less endpoint variability than
predicted by Fitts' 10 bits/sec information processing (IP) rate (Fitts 1954). The
accuracy of ballistic movement had been previously described by Woodworth
(1899). That is, ballistic primitives may be preprogrammed with the result of
being highly accurate; since the movements in the "fast" block are performed at a
high frequency and with a small amplitude, they may require only a single
ballistic movement in each half-cycle, which may underlie the observed increase
in accuracy in the fast condition. This explanation, however, would not account
for the MSJR value for the fast movements, which approaches unity. Back-to-
back discrete movements would involve breaking twice in each cycle
(acceleration equals zero), which would be manifested in decreased smoothness
and harmonicity values.
Mechanical filtering?
It may be that "mechanical filtering" due to (1) the inertial properties of the
moving limb or (2) the increase in stiffness with speed (Nagasaki 1991; van
Galen and de Jong 1995) account for the smoothing of the movement at high
frequencies. We demonstrate that this is not the case, as evidenced by a small,
yet significant, increase in intermittency with vision in the fast block, compared to
the non-vision condition (1.21±0.05 vs. 1.13+0.04 (mean±SE); see figure 4 inset),
despite a nonsignificant change in frequency (see figure 5 inset). In other words,
the smoothness is found to be significantly different between two conditions
where the limb moves at essentially indistinguishable frequencies. The
observation that movements at the highest frequency were approaching maximal
smoothness cannot, therefore, be dismissed as a mere artifact of biomechanics.
That does not, however, exclude the possibility that the mechanical properties of
the limb were being harnessed to produce a highly smooth movement. This is a
subtle, yet important point: while we argue that mechanical filtering is not the
reason for high smoothness values at high frequencies, the mechanical
properties of the limb are likely exploited, such that all that needs to be set for a
movement is the neutral position and muscle stiffness, thereby pre-programming
the amplitude and frequency of the movement (Nelson 1983), and intervention is
only in the form of an escapement - a mechanism whereby energy is released at
exactly the amount needed to compensate for dissipative losses (Kelso et al.
1981) thereby operating as a limit-cycle oscillator.
Discrete vs. rhythmic movements
Whereas most researchers focused on tasks of a discrete nature, some studied
and compared both discrete and repetitive movements (Fitts 1954; Fitts and
Peterson 1964; Crossman and Goodeve 1963/1983; Schmidt et al. 1979; Guiard
1997; Smits-Engelsman et al. 2002, Buchanan et al. 2003). Their findings were
not always in agreement. Fitts and Peterson (1964) concluded that both types of
movement follow the same type of behavior, later known as Fitts' Law, with
different slopes. Fitts' law describes a dependence between the time to complete
a movement and the distance and size of the target. It is interesting to note that
Fitts and Peterson found cyclic movements to take longer to complete than
discrete movements of the same index of difficulty (Fitts and Peterson 1964).
Crossman and Goodeve (1963/1983) and Guiard (1997) also found Fitts' Law to
apply to both types of movement, at least approximately.
In contrast, Schmidt et al., (1979) found that when movements are temporally
constrained, while in discrete-aiming tasks the endpoint error is directly related to
the amplitude and inversely related to the movement time, for reciprocal
movements, the endpoint error is directly related to the amplitude and
independent of the movement time.
Smits-Engelsman et al. (2002) demonstrated that, contrary to Fitts and
Peterson's (1964) results, when subjects performed the same task in a discrete,
and in a cyclic manner, for the same index of difficulty, the latter allows subjects
to reach twice the speed of the former. They posited that had cyclic movements
been but a concatenation of discrete ones, there should have been little
difference in the performance between the two. Their results are in line with the
view that discrete and cyclic movements are governed by different control
principles. Further support for the idea that cyclic and discrete movements are
separately controlled comes from a brain-imaging study (Schaal et al. 2004), as
well as from theoretical considerations (Guiard 1993).
Finally, Buchanan and colleagues performed a series of studies exploring the
use of two different units of action - rhythmic and discrete - both separately and
within the same movement, and found that as subjects approach targets of
higher ID, their movements become more discrete in nature, while they are more
harmonic in nature when approaching a target of low ID (Buchanan et al. 2003,
2004, 2006). As Guiard pointed out earlier, such a correlation between
harmonicity and task ID may in fact be a secondary effect, and the result of the
slowing down of movement as one reaches to a target of higher ID, as predicted
by Fitts' law (Guiard 1997).
Information processing vs. energy-saving considerations
Many of the theories that were brought forth to describe the reasons for the
speed-accuracy dependence, though successful in describing the kinematic
aspects of the movement, do not consider the biomechanical muscle properties
and their role in controlling endpoint accuracy (cf. van Galen and de Jong 1995;
Guiard 1997; Khan and Franks 2000; Smits-Engelsman et al. 2002). Smits-
Engelsman et al. (2002) suggest two of the possible reasons for what they found
to be a higher information-processing rate in cyclic than in discrete movements:
alternative sources of force, and a more cost-effective use of the recruited force.
They cite physiological studies showing that contractions are more effective
when they occur in muscles which have just previously been stretched, and when
they are eccentric, rather than concentric. Smits-Engelsman et al. (2002) offer an
explanation for what may happen at the discrete/rhythmic interface: they argue
that possibly, when performing cyclic movements, alternative sources of force
recruitment are used, such as the elasticity of muscles and tendons. These may
account for a check on the increase in impulse variability and may, in fact,
contribute to the observed higher accuracy scores in the fast block.
Furthermore, in a rhythmic movement, the limb need not come to a full rest at the
position extremes, such that acceleration does not equal zero at those points.
Energy is saved in eliminating the need to coordinate agonist and antagonist
muscle activity to reach a full stop before initiating the next movement portion
(Guiard 1997). That maximally smooth movement is within 2% of that which
minimizes energy expenditure has been demonstrated mathematically (Nelson
1983). Energy-saving considerations have been brought up in the context of gait
patterns - e.g., running vs. walking (Alexander 1991) - and choice of gait type
has been discussed in terms of both speed and step amplitude (Srinivasan and
Ruina 2006), and these may well be paralleled in the upper limbs.
Discrete vs. rhythmic movements - can it explain our findings?
Our salient finding that at the highest examined movement speed (the fast block),
as well as at the largest examined movement amplitude (the slow block),
accuracy was higher than at an intermediate speed and amplitude (the medium
block) seems at odds with the theories put forth by Schmidt et al. (1979): they
posited that, for discrete rapid aiming movements, increased speed necessitates
increased impulse size, which, in turn, leads to an increase in output variability;
for reciprocal movements, they asserted that output variability is proportional to
movement amplitude only. However, on the reciprocal task at hand, we found
movements at larger amplitudes to be more accurate. What may account for this
finding? It has been suggested that cyclic arm movements, if performed
sufficiently slowly, exhibit kinematic features that suggest they may be executed
as a sequence of discrete movements (Hogan and Sternad 2007; Wisleder and
Dounskaia 2007). If, as we argue, the movements in the slow and the medium
blocks in our experiment fall under this definition - that is, if they are executed as
a string of discrete movements - as is suggested by the smoothness and
harmonicity analyses, then Schmidt et al.'s (1979) theory regarding discrete
movements holds for these two blocks: the faster speed in the intermediate
condition compared to the slow condition resulted in increased error. That is, if
we consider the slow and the medium, blocks in isolation from the fast block,
then the model suggested by Schmidt et al. (1979) correctly predicts the
decrease in accuracy with an increase in speed.
May it be that the movements in the slow and the medium blocks can be
classified as more discrete in nature and ones in the fast block as more rhythmic
in nature?
Indeed, a remarkable parallel can be observed between the fast (-2 Hz)
movements in our experiment and maximally smooth movements on the one
hand; and between the movements in the medium (-0.6 Hz) and slow (-0.2 Hz)
ranges in our experiment and a concatenation of discrete movements on the
other (Doeringer and Hogan 1998). The former are fast, yet relatively accurate
and smooth, while the latter exhibit a decrease in accuracy and increase in
smoothness with increasing speed. This is despite the fact that the task
instructions were uniform throughout the experiment, calling for cyclic
movements only (none of the tasks was discrete in nature).
Two regimes
These findings suggest a possible separation of the frequency/amplitude plane of
repetitive movements into what may be called a "truly cyclic" regime, at
frequency values in the vicinity of the inverse of the visual reaction time (>1 Hz),
and small amplitudes, where movements approach maximal smoothness, and a
"pseudo-cyclic" regime at lower frequencies and higher amplitudes, where
movements are not maximally smooth, and higher speed results in decreased
accuracy and increased smoothness. In our experiment, amplitude and
frequency were co-varied, and therefore, we cannot comment on their individual
contributions to the choice of regime. Additionally, within what we term the "truly
cyclic" regime, accuracy and smoothness may vary with speed, but we cannot
comment on the form of the function, since we only measured behavior on a
single frequency in that regime. Nagasaki's results (1991) suggest a third regime,
above 3-4.3 Hz, where movements cease to be "rhythmic" and adopt a
symmetric non-linear control mechanism. The boundaries that define these
regimes may well depend on the executing limb and/or the limb segment.
Why two regimes?
Plamondon and Alimi (1997) suggested a model for rapid-aimed movements in
which intermittency is not the result of feedback-based "corrections", but is part of
a well-trained feedforward loop, which echoes suggestions made by Meyer et al.
(1988) and Elliot et al. (1991). Intermittency, then, may be, at least in part, the
result of limitations on the frequency/amplitude of the basic submovement. That
is, there may be limits on the duration and amplitude of what may constitute a
single, uninterrupted smooth motion. Movements that take longer to complete, or
that stretch over larger amplitudes may necessitate the concatenation of several
such movement subunits. As such, these movements would be characterized by
high intermittency, as the jerk of a reciprocal maximally smooth movement is
1/6th of that of the smoothest back-to-back sequence of discrete movements
(Hogan and Sternad 2007).
At the high-frequency end of the "pseudo-cyclic" regime, movements are
inherently less smooth than maximally smooth movements, unable to benefit
from the biomechanically induced increased accuracy privileges of the "truly
cyclic" regime and, at the same time, have more limited time than lower-
frequency movements to make use of feedback during the movement. Such a
mechanism is congruent with our findings that show smoothness to decrease
monotonically with decreasing speed, and that reveal movements in the
"medium" block to have the lowest accuracy scores of all three examined
frequencies.
It is important to keep in mind that the two "regimes" that we describe are not the
result of different experimental procedures. Rather, the results are all the more
illuminating because the type of task required of the subjects was identical: they
were asked to perform a rhythmic motion in all three conditions. That they
produced a maximally smooth movement in one of the conditions (fast, small-
amplitude movements), and more intermittent movements in the two other
conditions (slower, larger-amplitude), and that the accuracy score was not a
monotonic function of speed suggests that when crossing a frequency/amplitude
threshold, subjects switch to a different, possibly more energy-efficient mode,
characterized by maximal smoothness and relatively higher accuracy. A similar
notion of a frequency-dependence of the control mechanisms underlying cyclic
motions was advanced by Nagasaki (1991), though he investigated transitions at
higher frequencies. He also noted a decrease in energy expenditure when
subjects moved at frequencies greater than 3.3 Hz.
Unlike a significant number of the studies cited in this work, our task demanded
accuracy throughout the movement, not just at the endpoints. Also, when
comparing the results we report here to those of other experiments, it is
important to note that most, if not all, previously reported experiments tested
subjects on a rapid aiming task, whereas here we ask subjects to move at a
range of pre-specified speeds. Furthermore, we prescribe a range of spatio-
temporal profiles for subjects to stay within throughout the movement, rather then
define only a temporal or only an endpoint spatial constraint, as has previously
been done. Our findings thus complement previous work on the relation between
speed and accuracy.
CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we tested subjects on a task involving rhythmic elbow movements
at three speeds. We found that movement smoothness decreased with
decreasing speed. However, accuracy of speed and position measured
throughout the trajectory was not a monotonic function of speed. Movements at
the intermediate condition were significantly less accurate than movements
performed at either a higher or a lower speed. We suggest a model of rhythmic
movements where the plane of the movements' frequency/amplitude
combinations is separated into two regimes. In the high-frequency, small-
amplitude regime, movements approach maximal smoothness, possibly due to
an exploitation of the elastic properties of the limb for achievement of movement
accuracy. In the low-frequency, large-amplitude regime, movements are not
maximally smooth, possibly due to the increased required duration and distance,
and are more intermittent and more accurate with decreasing frequency,
probably due to the dependence on sensory feedback for achievement of
movement accuracy. The results of this study warrant further investigation into
the individual contributions of movement duration and movement amplitude to
movement smoothness.
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CHAPTER 4
FURTHER SUPPORT FOR THE EXISTENCE OF TWO REGIMES

Introduction
In the previous chapter, we presented supporting evidence for the existence of
two types of movement within rhythmic movement, where the choice of which
type is employed depends on the frequency and on the amplitude of the
executed movement. In this chapter, we provide further support for this model
using three additional kinematic analysis tools: the (1) number and (2) type of
movement primitives that best fit movements from the three experimental blocks,
as well as (3) the differential effects of vision on movement smoothness on
movements in the fast block compared with movements in the slow and the
medium blocks.
At the conclusion of this chapter, we summarize the six kinematic analysis
methods we used and their results, and how those support the model whereby
there exist two types of movements within rhythmic movement - one that is more
rhythmic in nature, and one that shares characteristics with discrete movements.
A. Submovement analysis
INTRODUCTION
Several aspects of human motor output allude to the existence of movement
subunits that may combine to compose larger movements. Evidence of such
stereotyped movement fragments comes, for example, from analysis of slow
movements: slow finger movements were found not to be smooth, but
characterized by steps or discontinuities (Vallbo and Wessberg 1993). Similar
findings of discontinuities and multiple velocity peaks were observed in rapid
rotational movements (Novak et al. 2002), saccadic eye movements (van
Donkelaar and Lee 1994), rhythmic movements (Doeringer & Hogan 1998), and
both rhythmic and discrete movements that require a high degree of accuracy
(Wisleder and Dounskaia 2007).
Such subunits of movement were suggested to serve as corrective additions to a
primary movement (e.g., Meyer et al. 1988), or be an inherent part of a well-
trained feedforward loop (Plamondon and Alimi 1997).
While the existence of submovements has not been demonstrated unequivocally,
the concept of submovements is theoretically attractive since it provides a
compact language for concisely coding movement, and affords a way to describe
human movement on a fundamental level, not previously available (Rohrer and
Hogan 2003).
A decomposition of movement into its constituent discrete building blocks can be
a useful tool in understanding the human motor control system, through studying
the differences in number and type of submovements and how those change
depending on task requirements.
A wide range of definitions of submovements led to a development of diverse
methodology for extracting submovements (Milner 1992; Berthier 1996; Walker
et al. 1997; Burdet and Milner 1998; Dounskaia et al. 2005). While earlier work
assumed submovements were realized at fixed, nonoverlapping intervals
(Crossman and Goodeve 1963/1983), or immediately following one another
(Meyer et al. 1982, 1988), later work allowed for the possibility that the
submovements overlap (Rohrer and Hogan 2003, 2006), and so did we in our
analysis.
Visual inspection of the velocity traces recorded for movements in the medium
and the slow blocks hinted at the existence of repeated stereotyped subunits of
movement in those traces (see figure 2 in Chapter 3). This motivated us to
perform a submovement decomposition, so that we might explore the number of
submovements that would be extracted for movements of each block, and
compare those to our hypothesis that movements in the fast block are generated
by an elastic mechanism that affords a single submovement per half cycle,
whereas movements in the slow and the medium blocks are composed of
multiple component submovements, some of which are the result of visual-
feedback-based corrections. We also wanted to test whether the differences
among the blocks were significant.
Furthermore, the sinusoidal nature of movements in the fast block, and less so in
the medium and the slow blocks, suggested to us that different movement
primitives - one that is rhythmic, and one that is discrete - may be engaged in
the different experimental blocks.
Submovement decomposition is a nonlinear optimization problem:
simultaneously minimizing the fitting error and the number of submovements
used, given a submovement shape (e.g., minimum-jerk (Hogan 1984) or
Gaussian (Crossman and Goodeve 1963/1983)), and a summing modality. As a
nonlinear optimization problem, it may have multiple local minima. Some
previously applied optimization methods are sensitive to getting caught in local
minima and cannot guarantee a globally optimal solution, thereby producing
spurious decomposition results (Rohrer and Hogan 2003). We used the
"scattershot" algorithm, which performs local optimization starting from a number
of random initial conditions. The scattershot algorithm finds the globally optimal
submovement composition probabilistically, such that the probability of finding
the globally best fit can be made arbitrarily close to unity by increasing the
number of random starting points used in the optimization (Rohrer and Hogan
2006). Since the probability does not equal to unity, the actual submovement
characteristics extracted for a given submovement cannot be guaranteed to be
the best fit for that movement in a global sense. However, this algorithm was
demonstrated to allow strong statistical statements to be made, and even if the
results of any given extraction may be uncertain, the differences among
conditions examined are robust (Rohrer and Hogan 2006).
METHODS
The data from the same subjects and the same experimental procedure
described in Chapter 3 were used here, as well as the filtering method and the
statistical analysis.
Submovement extraction
The algorithm used for submovement extraction is adapted from Rohrer and
Hogan's "scattershot" algorithm (2006). Briefly, submovements were extracted
from velocity data using the fmincon function in MATLAB, initialized at ten
randomly selected points in the solution space. The extracted submovement
functions were scaled minimum-jerk profiles (Berthier 1996; Lee et al. 1997;
Burdet and Milner 1998). The minimum-jerk model (Hogan 1984) assumes that
movements of given amplitude and duration are generated in a way that
minimizes the rate of change in acceleration (jerk).
The submovement extraction was performed twice:
1. Once with a discrete minimum jerk profile (Hogan 1984), where movement
was terminated at the end points; That is, both velocity and acceleration
were equal to zero at the end points; The velocity profile for a terminated
minimum-jerk movement (vmjt) is described by:
d(30t4 60t 3 30t2  (eqn. 1)
v,(t) = T T T4 3 (en.
Where d is the distance traversed, and Tis the duration of the movement
(Krebs et al. 2001). And
2. Once with a rhythmic, or non-terminated minimum jerk profile, where
velocity, but not acceleration, was equal to zero at the end points; The
velocity profile for a non-terminated minimum-jerk movement (vmint) is
described by (Hogan and Sternad 2007):
v ,jt (t) = d t2 4 + 5 (eqn. 2)
In this study, submovements were allowed to take on a duration between 50 ms
and the duration of the examined velocity trace. Velocity traces from only the last
cycle of movement within each 20-second trial were used. This was done
because of the exponential increase in computational power needed with the
duration of the examined velocity trace. Since the visual display, and hence the
subjects' movements, persisted after movements were no longer recorded, "end
effects" were not a concern. All the parameters of all the submovements
(amplitude, center point, duration) were optimized simultaneously. An increasing
number of submovements were fit to each movement until the "fit error," c, fell
below a predetermined threshold, which in this case was 3%. The fit error is
defined as follows:
_ =F(t) - G(t)dt (eqn. 3)
JIG(t)ldt
where G(t) is the movement's speed profile, and F(t) is the extracted speed
profile. Figure 1 demonstrates two examples of extracted submovements - one
using a discrete primitive to fit a movement from the medium block, and one
using a rhythmic primitive to fit a movement from the fast block.
Submovement fitting (terminated)
30 40 50 60 70 80
scaled duration
Submovement fitting (non-terminated)
0 5 10 15 20 25 30
scaled duration
Figure 1. Examples of submovements (thin trace) fit to velocity traces of a
subject (thick trace). A: Terminated minimum-jerk submovement primitives fit to a
movement in the medium block. B: Non-terminated minimum-jerk submovement






















Using the terminated (discrete) basis function, movements were found to be
composed, on average, of 5.0, 2.4 and 1.7 submovements per half cycle (either
flexion or extension) in the slow, medium and the fast blocks, respectively (see
figure 2). The number of submovements per half cycle differed significantly
across the blocks (p<0.0001).
Using the non-terminated (rhythmic) basis function, movements were found to be
composed, on average, of 9.1, 3.1 and 1.5 submovements per half cycle in the
slow, medium and the fast blocks, respectively (see figure 3). The number of
submovements per half cycle differed significantly across the blocks (p<0.0001).
For each block, the difference between the terminated and the non-terminated fit
was significant, where the non-terminated basis function gave a better fit (in
terms of a lower number of submovements fit per half cycle) in the fast block,
whereas the terminated basis function gave a better fit in the slow and medium
blocks (see figure 4).
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Figure 2. Number of terminated minimum-jerk submovements per cycle for the
three vision blocks (slow, medium, fast). Two vertical asterisks denote this block
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Figure 3. Number of non-terminated minimum-jerk submovements per cycle for
the three vision blocks (slow, medium, fast). Two vertical asterisks denote this
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Figure 4. Number of terminated (white bars) and non-terminated (black bars)
minimum-jerk-profile submovements in each of the three blocks (slow, medium,
fast). An asterisk denotes a significant difference (p<0.0001) between the








We used submovement analysis to study the differences between the three
experimental blocks (slow, medium and fast). Under the working hypothesis that
movement primitives are used by the human motor control system, the
submovement analysis reveals significant differences among the experimental
blocks. One striking difference between the fast block on the one hand and the
slow and the medium blocks on the other is the type of movement primitive that
gave a better fit in each case. While the rhythmic movement primitive - that is,
the non-terminated minimum-jerk speed profile - provided a significantly better fit
to movements in the fast block, the discrete primitive - that is, the terminated
minimum-jerk speed profile - gave a significantly better fit to movements in the
slow and the medium blocks.
This finding suggests that movements in what we previously termed the "truly
cyclic regime" (small-amplitude, high-frequency movements; the fast block in our
experiment) are controlled using different movement primitives than those in
what we previously called the "pseudo cyclic regime" (large-amplitude, low-
frequency movements; the slow and the medium blocks in our experiment).
Another important difference that came through from the submovement analysis
was the number of submovements fit per half cycle. Using either movement
primitive, movements in the fast block were fit using close to a single
submovement per half cycle (1.5 ± 0.05 submovements per half cycle, on
average, using the rhythmic primitive, mean ± SE). Using either movement
primitive, movements in the slow and the medium blocks were not fit with less
than 2.4 submovements per half cycle (5.0 ± 0.11 and 2.4 ± 0.08 submovements
per half cycle, on average, respectively, using the discrete primitive).
This finding suggests that, as we previously hypothesized, movements in the
truly cyclic regime are often executed using a single, smooth movement in each
half cycle; this, in turn, lends support to the idea that movements are governed
by the elastic properties of the spring-like elements of the limb, which would not
allow a concatenation of movements, such as that observed in the pseudo-cyclic
regime.
In the following section we show that movements in the fast block are more
intermittent when visual feedback is available. This difference is manifest in the
number of submovements per cycle as well; Indeed, only 1.3 ± 0.07
submovements were fit, on average, per half cycle in the non-vision trials
compared with 1.5 ± 0.05 in the vision trials, using the non-terminated basis
function (p<0.05).
B. Differential effects of vision on movement smoothness
In Chapter 3 we described the monotonic relationship between movement
intermittency and frequency of movement, which could be captured using a
power-law model (R2=0.92). We used the mean squared jerk ratio (MSJR), which
is the ratio of the mean squared jerk of the movement to that of the
corresponding maximally smooth movement. We showed that the MSJR value of
movements in the fast block approached unity, indicating a movement that is
nearly maximally smooth. This finding was in contrast to the MSJR values of -6
and -600 for the medium and the slow blocks, respectively. We argued that a
movement that is nearly maximally smooth (as in the fast block) is different from
movements that are as smooth as the smoothest concatenation of discrete
movements (as in the medium block), or less (as in the slow block). We further
argued that this difference indicates different control mechanisms for movements
in the "truly cyclic regime" vs. the "pseudo-cyclic regime" - that is, for small-
amplitude, high-frequency movements vs. for large-amplitude, low-frequency
movements.
In this chapter, we would like to examine yet another aspect of movement
smoothness and how it can further illuminate the difference between the two
regimes. We will examine the differential effects of visual feedback on movement
smoothness in these two hypothesized regimes.
Employing the same methods to the same data as used in the previous chapter,
we now focus on the vision vs. the non-vision trials.
Figure 5 depicts the MSJR values for both vision and blind (non-vision) trials for
the three experimental blocks. While movements were significantly less
intermittent when vision was available in the slow and the medium trials,
movements in the fast block were significantly more intermittent when vision was
available.
The significant increase in intermittency when vision was withdrawn in the slow
and medium blocks is congruent with a mechanism whereby vision is used, most
likely together with other sensory feedback modalities, to achieve accuracy and
smoothness of movement. When visual feedback is not available, subjects have
to rely on less accurate (Meyer et al. 1988) sources of feedback, which result in a
decrease in both accuracy (see figure 6) and smoothness.
In contrast, the significant decrease in intermittency when vision was withdrawn
in the fast block suggests that, for this task, vision was not a source of movement
smoothness. How, then is movement controlled differently in this case?
In the fast block, a half cycle lasts -250 ms (for the ellipse at the very center of
the doughnut shape), which is in the vicinity of the visual reaction time, or less
than that, for the older population (-300 ms, Sparrow et al. 2006). Accordingly, it
is likely that subjects do not make use of visual feedback to correct movement
within a half cycle, but rather across cycles. Research on the interjection of
discrete movement into an otherwise rhythmic movement, found that the discrete
movement was done in phase with the rhythmic movement (de Rugy and
Sternad 2003). That is, the discrete movement would normally not be initiated in
mid-cycle, but rather at the point where a new rhythmic cycle would have started.
The discrete vision-based correction to the otherwise rhythmic movement is then
likely to occur between, and not within, cycles - or - in phase with the rhythmic
movement. These occasional, sparse vision-based corrections to the movement
result in higher smoothness (and less submovements) in the fast block compared
to the two other blocks, where vision-based corrections are more likely to occur
within a cycle. In the absence of such corrections - that is, when visual feedback
is not available in the fast block - movements are yet smoother (see figure 5).
If vision, then, is not harnessed to achieve smoothness and accuracy within a
cycle, what is? We argue that the elastic properties of the limb play a part in both.
It has been argued that, when performing a rhythmic movement, it is only the
limb's stiffness and neutral point that need to be set, and these, in turn,
determine the amplitude and the frequency of the movement (Nelson 1983). In
this task, we require particular combinations of amplitude and frequency; The
implication of Nelson's (1983) argument for the task at hand is that, in the fast
block, subjects could employ a "launch and go" strategy, so to speak: set the
stiffness and neutral point, and further intervene only in the form of escapement -
a mechanism whereby energy is released at exactly the amount needed to
compensate for dissipative losses (Kelso et al. 1981) - and, when vision is
available, by adjusting these two parameters to fit inside the target ellipse.
Mean squared jerk ratio
Vision
Blind
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Figure 5. MSJR (relative smoothness) values for the three blocks (slow, medium,
fast) showing both vision (black bars) and non-vision (white bars). The logarithm
of the values is displayed, to facilitate comparison among the blocks. An asterisk
denotes a significant difference between the vision and blind trials (p<0.05). Error
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Figure 6. Accuracy scores for the three blocks (slow, medium, fast) showing both
vision (black bars) and non-vision (white bars). An asterisk denotes a significant
difference between the vision and blind trials (p<0.005). Error bars represent
standard error.
To summarize, we have demonstrated that vision differentially affects
movements in the fast block vs. those in the slow and the medium blocks. While
in the former, withdrawal of vision led to significantly smoother movements, in the
latter two, it led to a significant increase in movement intermittency. This finding
supports an interpretation that there exist two regimes in the frequency/amplitude




amplitude and high frequency, and one that is "pseudo-cyclic", where movements
are of large amplitude and low frequency. Furthermore, the findings support an
interpretation of two different control mechanisms applied at each regime: a
sensory-feedback-based control scheme for the pseudo-cyclic regime, which
suffers "losses" in smoothness when the most acute modality - that is, vision - is
not available, and an elasticity-based control scheme for the truly cyclic regime,
where vision-based corrections are "penalized" by an increase in movement
intermittency.
C. Summary and conclusions
In the previous and the current chapter, we examined data collected from twenty
three healthy subjects who performed a rhythmic elbow task at three different
frequency/amplitude combinations, with and without visual feedback.
The analysis revealed six different facets in which movements in the fast block
were different from movements in the slow and the medium blocks. These are:
1. Non-monotonicity of accuracy with speed
The increase in speed between the slow and the medium blocks was
accompanied by a significant decrease in movement accuracy, in accordance
with what is to be expected from the speed-accuracy tradeoff principle. However,
with further increase in speed from the medium to the fast block, there was a
significant increase in accuracy. This break away from the otherwise observed
trend, and from the expected result, suggests that perhaps the fast block does
not lie on the same curve as do the other two blocks, and that perhaps different
control mechanisms are responsible for separate speed-accuracy trade-off
functions.
2. Movement smoothness
Using the mean squared jerk ratio (MSJR) as a way to rank the relative
smoothness of a movement, we found movements in the fast block to have an
MSJR value approaching unity, suggesting those movements are nearly
maximally smooth. In contrast, movements in the slow and the medium blocks
were found to be only as smooth as the smoothest concatenation of discrete
movements, or less. This finding suggested that whereas movements in the fast
block were performed in a smooth sinusoidal fashion, movements in the slow and
the medium blocks were performed as a concatenated sequence of discrete
movements.
3. Movement harmonicity
Harmonicity has been extensively used as a tool to judge how harmonic, or how
discrete in nature a movement is. We used it to analyze data from the three
experimental blocks, and found that while movements in the fast block were
scored as having harmonicity values close to 1, on average, indicating a strongly
harmonic nature, movements in the medium and the slow blocks were scored as
having harmonicity values close to 0.3 and to 0 on average, respectively,
supporting an interpretation of them being composed of a string of discrete
movements.
4. Number of submovements per half cycle
We found that movements in the fast block were fit with close to a single
submovement per half cycle on average, whereas movements in the medium
and the slow blocks were fit with no less than 2 submovements per half cycle on
average. These results give a strong support to the notion that the movements in
the medium and the slow blocks are composed of multiple concatenated
submovements, as opposed to the fast block, where most of the time a single
submovement is employed per half cycle.
5. Velocity profile of best-fit submovement
We used minimum-jerk speed profiles to fit movements from the three
experimental blocks. Using two alternative minimum-jerk speed profiles - one for
a terminated (discrete) movement, and one for a non-terminated movement
(rhythmic) - we found that either one profile or the other provided a better fit for
each block, with significant differences between the number of submovements fit
on average to movement in that block with each profile. We found that
movements in the fast block were best fit using the rhythmic basis function,
whereas the movements in the medium and in the slow blocks were best fit using
the discrete basis function. These distinct speed profiles may represent
differentially controlled movements, a concept which resonates with a finding that
brain activation patterns are not identical when human subjects perform discrete
vs. rhythmic movements (Schaal et al. 2004), and when both humans and
primates make saccadic vs. pursuit eye movements (for a review, see Krauzlis
2005).
6. Effects of visual feedback on movement smoothness
We found that whereas movement in the slow and the medium blocks is
significantly smoother when visual feedback is available, movement in the fast
block is significantly more intermittent when visual feedback is available. This
clear difference in the effect of vision on movement smoothness is in accord with
a model whereby movements in the fast block are governed by the elastic
properties of the limbs, with vision playing a secondary role in tuning of the
movement for accuracy, at the cost of smoothness, whereas movements in the
medium and the slow blocks make use of vision as a primary source for both
accuracy and smoothness, such that when vision is not available, both are
compromised.
These six methods of kinematic analysis support the hypothesis that movements
in the fast block are controlled differently than movements in the slow and the
medium blocks. We suggest that the difference between the two control modes
stems from a limit on how large (amplitude) or how long (duration) a movement
can be, and still be executed smoothly and accurately. In other words, we
suggest that there exist two regimes in the frequency/amplitude plane, and the
choice whether to operate in one vs. another regime depends on the frequency
and the amplitude of the required movement. We suggest that small-amplitude,
high-frequency (short duration per half cycle) movements form the "truly cyclic"
regime - so named for the high smoothness and harmonicity values of the
movements - whereas large-amplitude, low-frequency movements form the
"pseudo-cyclic" regime - so named for the fact that movements are performed
with a rhythmic "intention", but share many characteristics with discrete
movements.
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CHAPTER 5
MITIGATION OF BRADYKINESIA IN A RHYTHMIC MOVEMENT UPON
WITHDRAWAL OF VISUAL FEEDBACK

ABSTRACT
Bradykinesia, or slowness of movement, is one of the principal symptoms in
Parkinson's disease (PD); nonetheless, its causes are not yet clear. While some
experimental evidence points towards deficits in the feed-forward control of
movement, other evidence suggests that impairments in the feedback
mechanisms are at fault. To address the question of whether the cause for
bradykinesia lies, at least in part, within the feedback loop of the motor control
system, we studied rhythmic elbow movements performed by PD patients when
off dopaminergic medication, with and without visual feedback, and compared
those to movements of healthy age-matched controls. We found that when visual
feedback was not available: (1) both groups, PD and healthy control, performed
higher-speed movements; (2) bradykinetic symptoms in the PD group were
mitigated and even altogether eliminated when visual feedback was not available
(3) unlike when visual feedback was available, the peak speed did not
significantly differ. We suggest that training PD patients in performing rhythmic




Bradykinesia, or slowness of movement, is one of the cardinal manifestations of
Parkinson's disease (PD). While medication and deep-brain stimulation can act
to ameliorate the condition, they do not normalize the patients' movement speed
(Vaillancourt et al. 2004). A wide variety of contributing factors to bradykinesia
has been suggested - from muscle weakness to bradyphrenia (slowness of
thought; for a review, see Berardelli et al. 2001). Largely, the proposed causes
may be divided into two main categories: those that are inherent in the motor
control system, and therefore cannot be bypassed (located in the "feedforward"
part of the motor control loop), and those that depend on various feedback
modalities, and their integration for the generation of subsequent motor actions
(located in the "feedback" part of the motor control loop).
Bradykinesia in the feedforward loop
In the first category are factors such as the abnormal muscle activation pattern
recorded in PD patients. Unlike the stereotypical triphasic EMG pattern found in
physiological studies of healthy subjects, patients with PD exhibit smaller-
amplitude multiple agonist bursts (Hallett and Khoshbin 1980). When performing
large-amplitude movements, these bursts do not increase in duration as do those
of healthy subjects (Pfann et al. 2001). This abnormal activation pattern has been
suggested to underlie the slower movement speeds observed in PD (Hallett and
Khoshbin 1980). It was further suggested that the multi-burst pattern may be a
form of action tremor, postulated to play a fundamental role in bradykinesia
(Carboncini et al. 2001). The reason for the reduction in the size of the agonist
bursts is not known, and one hypothesis is that it is due to a saturation in the
mechanism that produces the burst (Berardelli et al. 1986).
If a change in the ability to generate a normal muscle activation pattern,
independently from the incoming sensory information, is indeed the cause for
bradykinesia, then the expression of bradikinetic symptoms should be
independent of the availability of sensory feedback. The same is true for any
other "feedforward factor". The possibility that bradykinesia is independent of
visual feedback is supported by findings that the peak speed of discrete
movements does not change when visual feedback is withdrawn (Flash et al.
1992; Schettino et al. 2006).
Bradykinesia in the feedback loop
In the second category, the hypothesized cause for slowness of movement lies in
the "feedback loop". Interestingly, while some researchers agree that the basal
ganglia (BG) play a role in sensorimotor integration, there does not exist a
uniform agreement as to how this role plays out in terms of the relation between
visual feedback and bradykinesia.
On one end of the spectrum is the view that visual cues assist in relieving
bradykinetic features (Marchese et al. 2000; Morris et al. 1996). On the other end
is the view that vision may worsen bradykinesia. Several researchers interpreted
the typically observed PD behavior as indicating a deficit in the patients' sense of
proprioception, or awareness of where the body is in space (Abbruzzese and
Berardelli 2003; Jacobs and Horak 2006; Jobst et al. 1997; Klockgether et al.
1995; Klockgether and Dichgans 1994; Schneider et al. 1986). A decline in the
sense of proprioception has been observed in healthy aging as well (Adamo et
al. 2007). Others suggest that while proprioception may be intact in PD, it is the
patients' ability to integrate this information successfully that is damaged
(Almeida et al. 2005; Inzelberg and Korczyn 1996; Tatton et al. 1984). It has
been further proposed that the deficits in PD - either in proprioception or in
sensorimotor integration - lead to increased reliance on vision (Adamovich et al.
2001; Gale et al. 2008; Schettino et al. 2006), which, in turn, accentuates
slowness of movement (Flash et al. 1992).
If an increased reliance on (or a difficulty in integrating) visual feedback is indeed
the cause for bradykinesia, then the expression of bradikinetic symptoms should
diminish upon withdrawal of visual feedback. Such an inverse dependence on
visual feedback has not been observed in the context of discrete movements
(Flash et al. 1992; Schettino et al. 2006).
Which is it?
The question, then, stands as to whether bradykinesia is the result of PD-induced
changes to the motor system of PD patients, which cannot be bypassed (such as
an inability to generate a normal muscle activation pattern), or whether it is the
results of a deficit within the feedback loop.
To address the question of whether the cause for bradykinesia lies (at least in
part) within the feedback loop of the motor control system, we studied rhythmic
movements performed by PD patients, off dopaminergic medication, with and
without visual feedback, and compared them to movements of healthy age-
matched controls. A rhythmic task was chosen as the platform for the study since
it has been suggested that PD performance may be more impaired when
performing repetitive movements, compared with discrete (Agostino et al. 1994),
as there may be greater dependence on sensorimotor integration during
movement execution; according to this argument, the greater dependence stems
from sensorimotor integration possibly occurring during the movement execution,
in preparation for the initiation of consecutive movements (Almeida et al. 2005),
which is not a concern when performing discrete movements.
METHODS
Subjects
A total of 23 subjects participated in this experiment. Ten PD patients after an
overnight withdrawal from dopaminergic treatment (age: 72.1±9.9 years,
mean±SD; 8 males and 2 females) and 13 healthy age-matched control subjects
without any known neurological disorders or tremor were tested using their
dominant hand (71.3±5.9 years; 7 females, 6 males). All subjects gave their
informed consent to participate.
Equipment
The equipment used for this experiment consisted of a modified version of the
elbow-angle measurement device described in Doeringer & Hogan (1998). A
forearm support, consisting of a commercially available wrist splint (Futuro splint
wrist brace) strapped to a flat aluminum plate atop a lightweight aluminum tube,
was hinged via precision ball bearings to a stationary support, mounted on a
table in front of the seated subject, whose elbow joint coincided with the axis of
rotation. The forearm support was deliberately designed to be as light as
possible, to minimize its effect on the natural behavior of the limb. Its moment of
inertia was -0.0056 kg.m 2, an order of magnitude less than the mean value of
the subjects' forearm moment of inertia, -0.075 kgm 2.
The forearm support was connected to the shaft of a rotary incremental encoder
(Gurley Precision Instruments Model # R119). This provided a position resolution
of 0.0003 radians per count. The encoder was in turn connected to a counter
card inside a computer running a real-time Linux operating system. Using this
angle sensor, we were able to display both the position and the velocity of the
elbow directly to the subject in real time. The computer controlled the recording
of the data, as well as the display, which was a 17-inch monitor, positioned -80
cm from a subject's eyes. Data were recorded at 200Hz. A large, opaque plastic
cover was placed parallel to the table, and above the apparatus, such that during
the experiment, the subjects' forearm was occluded from view (see Figure 1).
Figure 1. The experimental setup. The forearm is strapped to the angle-
measuring device, and is occluded from the subject's view by an opaque cover.
The subject coordinates simultaneous modulation of both speed and position to
control a cursor displayed on a phase plane.
Protocol
Subjects were presented with a display of the phase plane of their elbow motion;
the horizontal axis displayed angular position and the vertical axis displayed
angular velocity. The target elbow behavior was indicated by a region of the
phase plane; this region was a doughnut shape formed from two ellipses
displayed on the screen. Each ellipse corresponds to a sinusoidal elbow motion,
with the nonzero width of the doughnut shape allowing for a range of amplitudes
and frequencies. Before testing commenced, subjects were allowed to practice
the movement until they felt comfortable with the task, which usually took about
four 40-second practice trials. Each test trial lasted for 20 seconds, and subjects
performed 20 such trials. Of the 20 trials, 5 of them (the 2nd, 5th , 9th, 15 th and 20th)
were non-vision trials; during these trials, subjects could see the doughnut-
shaped target region, but not the trace corresponding to their own elbow motion.
The instructions to the subjects were as follows:
On the screen in front of you, you will see a cursor whose vertical position
will depend on your elbow velocity, and whose horizontal position will
depend on your elbow position. We ask that you move your elbow back
and forth in cyclic movements (demonstrate) so that the cursor stays
within the doughnut shape displayed on the screen. On some trials, the
cursor will not be visible; you won't be able to see the trace of your
movement on the screen. In those trials, continue to try and move within
the guidelines even though you cannot see the trace (demonstrate).
Subjects performed two more 20-trial blocks of cyclic movements to match two
other doughnut shapes on the phase plane, which required slower and larger
movements, but discussion of these data is beyond the scope of this article.
The protocol was approved by the Institutional Review Boards of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology and of the University of California, San
Diego.
Data analysis
Data were analyzed using MATLAB@ (7.5, The MathWorks, Natick, MA). Trend
was removed from the position data, so as to reduce the effects of drift. This was
achieved by removing the best straight-line fit from the position data. Position
and velocity were filtered using a zero-phase (bidirectional) digital filtering with a
first order Butterworth filter (bidirectional filtering doubles the filter order) with a
cutoff frequency of 20Hz. Velocity was calculated as the difference between
every two consecutive points in the filtered position record, multiplied by the
sampling frequency and then filtered as described above.
Statistical analysis A non-parametric test, the two-sided Wilcoxon rank sum test,
was used to test the significance of differences between the PD group and the
healthy control group. A non-parametric paired test, the sign test, was used to
test the significance of differences within a group between the vision and the
non-vision trials. The nonparametric tests were chosen to eliminate the need for
assumptions regarding population distributions required in parametric tests.
RESULTS
Velocity traces from one PD patient and one healthy control subject are depicted
in Figure 2, from one vision trial and one non-vision trial, together with the target
doughnut shape. As can be seen in Figure 2, parts A and C (vision trials), while
the PD patient never reached the minimum required peak speed to stay within
the target ellipse, the healthy control was able to, on average, reach peak speeds
above the minimum required.
Bradykinesia
Bradykinesia was defined as the inability of a subject to reach the minimum
required peak speed, when averaged across all trials within a category (vision or
non-vision).
Vision trials
As a group, the healthy control subjects performed the task within task
requirements (as denoted by the shaded area in Figure 3) when visual feedback
was available, whereas the PD group did not, on average, reach the minimum
required peak speed. The difference between the groups was significant (p =
0.02).
Four out of the 13 healthy controls, or 30%, did not reach the minimum required
peak speed on average when performing the task with visual feedback. Eight out
of the 10 PD patients, or 80%, did not reach the minimum required peak speed
on average when performing the task with visual feedback.
Both groups performed within task requirements, in terms of movement
amplitude (see Figure 4), and did not differ significantly from each other. It is
likely that hypokinesia (diminished movement) was not manifest in these trials
because of the small amplitude of movement required by the task. We found the
PD group to make significantly smaller-amplitude movements than the healthy
control subjects when the required amplitude was larger (Levy-Tzedek et al.
2007).
Non-vision trials
Both groups performed higher-velocity movements when visual feedback was not
available. On average, the peak speed of the healthy control group was 21%
higher, and the peak speed of the PD patients' group was 25% higher when
visual feedback was withdrawn (see figure 3). Within each group, the difference
between vision and non-vision trials was significant (PD patients: p = 0.02,
healthy controls: p = 0.003).
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The peak speed of both the healthy controls and the PD patients was within task
requirements when visual feedback was withdrawn (see Figure 3), and the two
groups did not differ significantly from each other.
All four healthy controls who on average were below task requirements in terms
of peak speed increased their movement speed, and two of them were able to
reach the minimum required peak speed on average when performing the task
without visual feedback.
Seven of the 8 PD patients, who on average were below task requirements in
terms of peak speed increased their movement speed, and three of them were
able to reach the minimum required peak speed on average when performing the
task without visual feedback.
Both groups performed larger-amplitude movements when visual feedback was
not available. On average, the movement amplitude of the healthy control group
was 28% higher, and the movement amplitude of the PD patients' group was
21% higher when visual feedback was withdrawn (see Figure 4). Within the
healthy group only, the difference between vision and non-vision trials was
significant (p = 0.003).
As a group, the movement amplitude of the PD patients was within task
requirements, but that of the healthy subjects was higher than the allowed range
when visual feedback was withdrawn (see Figure 4). The two groups did not
differ significantly from each other in terms of movement amplitude.
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Figure 2. Phase-plane traces (in gray) of a PD patient and of a healthy control
subject from one vision trial and one non-vision trial. Thick black outlines mark
the target behavior; subjects were asked to move such that their movement
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Figure 3. Peak speed (mean ± SE) of the PD patients (empty circles) and
healthy controls (black squares). An asterisk above the empty circle denotes a
significant difference between the two groups. An asterisk on the dashed line
denotes a significant difference between the vision and non-vision conditions in
the same group. The shaded area denotes the range of allowed peak speeds,
















Figure 4. Position amplitude (mean ± SE) of the PD patients (empty circles) and
healthy controls (black squares). No significant difference was found between the
two groups in either condition (vision/non-vision). An asterisk on the dashed line
denotes a significant difference between the vision and non-vision conditions in
the same group. The shaded area denotes the range of allowed position




We have shown that both PD subjects and healthy control subjects performed
movements with significantly higher peak speed when visual feedback was not
available, compared to when it was available. We have shown that withdrawal of
visual feedback reduced bradykinesia in the great majority of bradykinetic
patients (7 out of 8), and in some, eliminated it completely (3 out of 7). As a
group, the peak speed of the PD patients was significantly lower than that of the
healthy controls group when visual feedback was available, but was no longer
significantly different from that of the healthy when visual feedback was withheld.
In what way may visual feedback interfere with normal execution of
movement?
It has been suggested that, with bradykinesia, the problem lies with inappropriate
scaling of the dynamic muscle force to the required movement's parameters
(Berardelli et al. 1986; Fellows et al. 1998), perhaps as a result of incorrect
perception of the necessary motor effort in order to achieve a desired motor
outcome (Demirci et al. 1997). Indeed, PD patients were found to underscale
their movements more when they had to compare movement extent with visual
information, than when comparing it with proprioceptive feedback (Demirci et al.
1997).
That is, it may be that it is the ability to respond appropriately to visual input that
is impaired, rather than the ability to generate the necessary motor commands.
Various other PD behaviors, beyond bradykinesia, including abnormal grip force
generation (Fellows et al. 1998) and reduced movement accuracy (Adamovich et
al. 2001) have been attributed to a deficit in sensorimotor integration.
Bradykinesia is not the result of system saturation - more evidence
Apart from the results described herein, further indication that bradykinesia may
be "bypassed" under certain conditions comes from studies that documented the
ability of bradykinetic PD patients to make faster movements when required to
make larger-amplitude movements(Berardelli et al. 1986), when they are verbally
encouraged to make faster movements (Hallett and Khoshbin 1980) and when
they are offered a reward for performing faster movements (Schwab 1972).
Perhaps the most striking example of all for the PD patients' retained ability to
perform movements at normal speeds is the phenomenon termed "paradoxic
kinesia".
Paradoxic Kinesia
The temporary ability of PD patients to perform movements free of bradykinetic
characteristics has previously been described as "paradoxic kinesia", and was
observed in the context of urgent or externally driven situations (Siegert et al.
2002). Experiments in lab settings, as well as anecdotal accounts of such
episodes, included a visual cue (e.g., a runaway horse, an oncoming car, a fire, a
flood, or a ball thrown at one) (e.g., Schwab and Zieper 1965), in response to
which otherwise immobile patients were able to flee, or catch the ball; In contrast,
auditory cues, such as a loud siren in time of war, warning of an impending
missile attack, were not shown to induce paradoxic kinesia1 (Schlesinger et al.
2007). Such an increase in movement speed in response to stress has been
observed both in healthy subjects as well as in PD patients (Ballanger et al.
2006; Siegert et al. 2002), and was therefore suggested not to be a hallmark of
the disease or a byproduct of BG dysfunction, but rather a general property of the
motor system (Ballanger et al. 2006).
Did patients exhibit paradoxic kinesia in this study?
On the one hand, the phenomenon we describe seems to have characteristics
similar to those of paradoxic kinesia: (1) it is observed in both healthy subjects
and PD patients, and so is likely not the result of damage to the BG, and (2) it
allows patients to move without bradykinetic symptoms.
However, there are six important differences between the two phenomena:
1 Rhythmic auditory cues may, however, bring about an increase in the speed of gait of PD
patients (Hausdorff JM, Lowenthal J, Herman T, Gruendlinger L, Peretz C, and Giladi N.
Rhythmic auditory stimulation modulates gait variability in Parkinson's disease. Eur J Neurosci
26: 2369-2375, 2007.), as may increased attention to one's step size (Morris ME, lansek R,
Matyas TA, and Summers JJ. Stride length regulation in Parkinson's disease. Normalization
strategies and underlying mechanisms. Brain 119 ( Pt 2): 551-568, 1996.)
(1) whereas paradoxic kinesia has been concluded to result exclusively from
visual feedback (Glickstein and Stein 1991; Schlesinger et al. 2007), the
phenomenon we describe here was presented upon withdrawal of visual
feedback; (2) paradoxic kinesia is described as occurring in distinct episodes
(e.g., preventing a mug of boiling drink from spilling in one's lap, Schlesinger et
al. 2007), whereas we observed the behavior when subjects performed a
continuos rhythmic task; (3) while paradoxic kinesia is described as occurring in
situations of imminent danger or otherwise stressful, subjects who participated in
our experiment were not put under dangerous or stressful situations; (4) whereas
paradoxic kinesia, when measured in both healthy subjects and PD patients,
affected both groups similarly, such that the differences between them were
maintained under the effect of the phenomenon, in our experiment, withdrawal of
vision eliminated the significant difference between the healthy and the PD
groups; (5) it was suggested that paradoxic kinesia is manifested when
movement is externally cued, as opposed to self-initiated (Siegert et al. 2002); In
our experiment, subjects were asked if they were ready before given the verbal
'go-ahead' to initiate movement; (6) it appears that paradoxic kinesia is a
transient behavior, disappearing as fast as it appears, whereas, in our
experiment, most subjects exhibited the behavior in each of the repeated non-
vision trials, and maintained it throughout each of the 20-sec trials.
Finally, it has been suggested that paradoxic kinesia may represent a switch
from using neural circuits that include the supplementary motor area (SMA),
thought to be a major projection area for the BG (Fellows et al. 1998) - a
connection believed to be disrupted in PD (Morris et al. 1996; Oliveira et al. 1997;
van den Berg et al. 2000) - that is preferentially activated in proprioception-
guided movements that are executed in the absence of external cues, to ones
that include the premotor cortex (PMC), preferentially activated in the presence
of sensory cues (Jacobs and Horak 2006; Oliveira et al. 1997). Once again, the
absence of visual cues in our no-vision condition suggests that the increase in
movement speed is not yet another instance of paradoxic kinesia.
Why is this pattern observed in rhythmic and not discrete movements?
It is interesting to note that the increase in movement speed upon withdrawal of
vision happens when subjects perform rhythmic, but not discrete movements
(Flash et al. 1992; Schettino et al. 2006). What may account for this difference?
A plausible explanation may be that, unlike a discrete movement, a rhythmic
movement allows subjects to operate at resonance, leading to a large oscillation
amplitude, and therefore speed, for minimal forcing input from the neuromuscular
system, thereby minimizing the subject's energy expenditure (Raftery et al. 2008)
and allowing for stable and reproducible movements (Hatsopoulos and Warren
1996).
Why, then, do we not observe this behavior in the vision trials?
It is presumed that proprioceptive information influences potential neural
oscillators such that the timing of preferred oscillatory movements is not simply
dictated by the central nervous system, but is constrained by the dynamics of the
musculoskeletal system (Hatsopoulos and Warren 1996). Since, in the vision
trials, visual feedback is also available, in addition to proprioception, it may act to
constrain the movement to be within the task's requirements. A deficit in the
ability to integrate the different modalities of sensory feedback may then result in
rhythmic movements that at once are not performed at resonance, and that do
not match task requirements in terms of speed and/or amplitude.
Is the source for bradykinesia exclusively in the feedback loop?
While the experimental results we present here offer no evidence for the
existence of a source of bradykinesia in the feedforward loop, this possibility
cannot be ruled out altogether. It is conceivable that there are multiple sources of
movement slowness, and whereas some may be overcome - for example, by
withdrawal of visual feedback - others cannot. After all, bradykinesia was not
eliminated in all the bradykinetic patients in our study, but rather, it was reduced
in the great majority of them, and eliminated in close to half of those.
Furthermore, the fact that movement speed increased in both groups - PD
patients and healthy controls, suggests that the increase in speed observed in
the PD group is not a "return to normal" performance. Rather, it appears to be a
parallel process, where movement speed increases regardless of whether
bradykinesia is present, and if it is present, it acts to reduce its effects. In other
words, the patients appear to exhibit a normal mechanism (increase in speed
upon withdrawal of visual feedback) overlaid on top of an abnormal mechanism
(slowness of movement). If that is the case, can any claims at all be made as to
the location of the source of bradykinesia in the motor control loop? We argue
that it is possible to conclude that the source of bradykinesia lies, at least in part,
in the feedback loop, since the "normal" mechanism responsible for increase in
speed upon withdrawal of visual feedback is not affected in those patients, and
allows them to reach speeds not distinguishable from healthy speeds, whereas
production of required speed when visual feedback is available is damaged.
Interestingly, even factors that logically would be classified as "feedforward
factors", such as an abnormal muscle-activity pattern, can be modified under
certain circumstances. For example, it was found that bradykinetic subjects were
able to move between two to four times as fast when asked to make movements
of larger, compared to smaller, amplitude with their upper limb; a change in
movement speed was accompanied by a change in the duration of the agonist
burst (Berardelli et al. 1986).
Implications for physical therapy in PD
Our finding that bradykinesia can be mitigated and even eliminated when PD
patients perform rhythmic elbow movements in the absence of visual feedback
may have important implications for therapy. Physical therapy for PD patients is
often used in conjunction with pharmacological treatment, especially in advanced
stages of the disease (Marchese et al. 2000; Morris et al. 1996). There have
been several reports indicating that visual cues added to the patients' normal
environment (e.g., horizontal strips placed on the floor) assist patients in
overcoming difficulties in initiating movement and help them to maintain a more
rhythmic gait pattern, associated with a lower risk of falling (Morris et al. 1996).
However, visual feedback may, in some cases, elicit the "freezing" phenomenon,
characteristic of PD (Almeida et al. 2003; Demirci et al. 1997). In addition, Morris
et al. (1996) found that, while visual cues were helpful in normalizing gait, they
were not necessary, as focusing the patients' attention on the task gave similar
results. Finally, some results were confounded by training subjects with a range
of sensory cues (visual, auditory and tactile), and, in addition, training them in the
absence of visual feedback, yet classifying the resulting effects under "cued"
training (Marchese et al. 2000).
What is becoming clear, then, is that PD patients do not lose their ability to
perform faster movements, and proper training may assist them in achieving a
mitigation of their bradykinetic symptoms, at least in the short term (Morris et al.
1996; Platz et al. 1998).
Considering the results of our study, it may be beneficial to include training
paradigms where PD patients would perform rhythmic tasks in the absence of
visual feedback, as part of their normal physical therapy regimen.
CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated that when PD patients perform a cyclic elbow movement
in the absence of vision, bradykinetic symptoms are mitigated and, in some
cases, even eliminated. We argue that this behavior is not an instance of
paradoxic kinesia. The results we present here support a role for the basal
ganglia in sensorimotor integration. We suggest that training PD patients in
performing rhythmic tasks in the absence of visual feedback as part of their
physical therapy regimen may be advantageous.
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CHAPTER 6
RANGES OF FREQUENCY IN THE SIX EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS

Introduction
In this chapter, we examine how the frequency at which the rhythmic task is
generated varies with age and with PD treatment - medication and deep-brain
stimulation. The motivation for this study was ultimately to test the effects of
deep-brain stimulation - itself a "pacemaker" of sorts (Pahwa 2006, Plenz and
Kital 1999, Surmeier et al. 2005) - on frequency of movement. Its target - the
basal ganglia - have been implicated in the control of rhythmic movement
(Freeman et al. 1993).
We hypothesized that the stimulation, which is suggested to override the
aberrant neuronal firing pattern in PD (Meissner et al. 2005), would either impose
a (nearly) uniform movement frequency, or have a consistent effect (such as an
increase or a decrease) on it.
We begin with an affirmation of previous results regarding "preferred frequency
ranges" obtained with young, healthy subjects (Doeringer and Hogan 1998), and
extend those to a healthy aged population, and then to the two groups of PD
patients - those tested on/off medication and those tested on/off stimulation. We
then examine individual patients' change in frequency in response to treatment in
the three different experimental blocks.
At the conclusion of the chapter we discuss the sources of variation in the data,
which lead to a difficulty in identifying clear trends for the effects of the
dopaminergic medication and the deep-brain stimulation.
Preferred frequency in healthy subjects
Free rhythmic actions, or rhythmic behaviors performed at self-selected
amplitude-frequency combinations are ubiquitous in animal behavior. They are
used in a variety of activities that underlie animal mobility, such as locomotion
and flight. There is research supporting the hypothesis that these self-selected
frequencies correspond to the linear resonance frequencies of the oscillating
system, thereby minimizing the animal's energy expenditure (Hatsopoulos and
Warren 1996; Raftery et al. 2008).
Apart from supporting evidence for the existence of a unique preferred
frequency, which may vary with massive and viscoelastic loads (e.g.,
Hatsopoulos and Warren 1996), there appears to be evidence to support the
existence of a "preferred frequency range", both upper- and lower-bound
(Doeringer and Hogan 1998). We tested the existence and the variation of this
range with age. We hypothesized that changes in size (Langenecker et al. 2007)
and activation patterns (Riecker et al. 2006) of brain areas associated with
control of rhythmic movement would be thus reflected.
Comparison with previous work on young healthy subjects
Doeringer and Hogan (1998) found that when healthy young (22 to 28 years of
age) male subjects were asked to draw elliptical figures on a phase-plane display
which required cyclic movements at different frequencies, the dominant
frequency of the data did not generally correspond to the middle of the tracking
shape, which in effect, made the task more difficult because a subject had less
room for error near the edges of the shape. They concluded that this indicated
that subjects had preferences for a particular range of frequencies. Subjects
generated frequencies that were biased in the direction of the intermediate ellipse
(the medium condition). The possibility that the subjects were somehow reacting
to the display and not the task was ruled out since it was observed that subjects
continued to be biased toward the intermediate condition's frequencies even
when the display was turned off (see Figure 1, from Doeringer and Hogan
(1998)).
We repeated the experiment with a young, healthy population, this time
extending it to include both male and female subjects.
Data from ten young adults (28.5±4.7 years, range: 22-39 years, 3 females, 7
males) who did not suffer from tremor or any other neurological disorder were
analyzed in this section.
As in Doeringer & Hogan's original study (1998), the average frequency of
movement did not generally correspond to the central frequency (see Figure 2-
Figure 5). This suggests that the subjects had a preference for a particular range
of frequencies that is both upper- and lower-bound, confirms the results of the
study by Doeringer and Hogan (1998), and extends them to both male and
female subjects. Subjects generated frequencies that were biased in the direction
of the circular shape (the medium condition) in both the vision and the blind trials.
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Figure 1. From Doeringer and Hogan (1998): Phase plane raw data and dominant
frequencies from a single subject, suggesting that subjects had preferences for a
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Figure 2. Amplitude vs. frequency. The closed shape defines the allowable ranges of
amplitudes and frequencies for the fast task. The circle (vision trials) and plus sign (blind
trials) indicate the average amplitudes and frequencies chosen by the subjects. The
vertical dotted line corresponds to a sinusoid in the center of the doughnut shape. Error
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Figure 3. Amplitude vs. frequency. The closed shape defines the allowable ranges of
amplitudes and frequencies for the intermediate task. The circle (vision trials) and plus
sign (blind trials) indicate the average amplitudes and frequencies chosen by the subjects.
The vertical dotted line corresponds to a sinusoid in the center of the doughnut shape.
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Figure 4. Amplitude vs. frequency. The closed shape defines the allowable ranges of
amplitudes and frequencies for the slow task. The circle (vision trials) and plus sign (blind
trials) indicate the average amplitudes and frequencies chosen by the subjects. The
vertical dotted line corresponds to a sinusoid in the center of the doughnut shape. Error
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Figure 5. Amplitude vs. frequency. The closed shapes define the allowable ranges of
amplitudes and frequencies for all three blocks. The circles (vision trials) and plus signs
(blind trials) indicate the average amplitudes and frequencies chosen by the subjects. The
vertical dotted lines correspond to the sinusoids in the centers of the doughnut shapes.
Error bars represent standard errors.
Extension to older healthy population
Background and hypothesis
Motor function has been shown to decline with age (Smith et al. 1999), and
variability, or reduced control of the motor output when performing discrete
movements was shown to increase with age (Galganski et al. 1993, Christou &
Carlton 2002, Christou & Carlton 2001, Sosnoff and Newell 2006a-c). Age-
related variability has been attributed to enhanced noise in the neural control
system with advancing age (Kail, 1997). Increased noise with age can be the
consequence of several factors, among them, a degeneration of motor units that
involves the progressive death of a-motorneurons and the subsequent
reinnervation of some of the denervated muscle fibers by surviving motor units,
impairing the ability to finely grade muscle force (Galganski et al. 1993). Some of
the age-related differences may be accounted for by deficits in visual-motor
integration in the elderly (Sosnoff and Newell 2006a). In addition, aging brains
were found to decrease in size (Scahill et al. 2003), and have a different
activation pattern than younger brains (Riecker et al. 2006). At least two brain
regions that are implicated in control of movement, i.e., the basal ganglia (BG;
Takakusaki et al. 2004; Kaji et al. 2005) and the sensorimotor cortex (SMC) are
affected by aging. Specifically, the BG were shown to reduce in size with age
(Langenecker et al. 2007), and the SMC was found to be overactivated in the
elderly, when performing a finger-tapping task (Riecker et al. 2006). Pacemaking
cells were found in the BG (Plenz and Kital 1999, Surmeier et al. 2005), which
could potentially drive rhythmic muscle activity (Harris-Warrick 2002; Goulding
and Pfaff 2005). In addition, activation of specific components of the BG was
correlated with particular aspects of movement control, such as the frequency of
finger tapping (Leh6ricy et al. 2006), and failure of PD patients to reproduce
rhythms successfully was associated with a role of the BG in the internal cueing
of repetitive voluntary movements (Freeman et al. 1993). Similarly, activation of
the SMC has been shown to correlate with movement frequency (Lehericy et al.
2006). Progressive damage to these brain areas implicated in control of rhythmic
movement may result in altered rhythmic behavior with age.
We tested the hypothesis that movement frequency when performing a rhythmic
task would be affected by age, as manifested by a shift, an expansion or a
narrowing-down of the range of "preferred frequencies".
The data from twenty-three subjects - thirteen old adults (71.3±5.9 years, range:
60-81 years; 7 females, 6 males) and ten young adults (28.5±4.7 years, range:
22-39 years, 3 females, 7 males) who did not suffer from tremor or any other
neurological disorder - were analyzed in this section.
Results
When examining the average frequency at each of the three blocks (slow,
medium and fast), we found no significant differences between the old and the
young groups, in either the vision or the non-vision conditions (see Figure 6-
Figure 7). A Lilliefors test for normality of the data did not warrant the use of
statistical tests that assume normality of the data. Therefore, a non-parametric
test - the Wilcoxon rank sum test - was used to test for differences between the
groups.
We found the overall tendency to move at frequencies that are lower than the
middle-of-the-ellipse frequency in the fast block, and higher than the middle-of-
the-ellipse frequency in the slow block, were maintained in the movements of
older group, whether they were performed with or without vision (see Figure 8
through Figure 11).
When the ranges of average frequencies were tested - that is, the frequency in
the slow condition subtracted from the frequency in the fast condition - we found
no significant difference between the groups in the vision trials (p = 0.6), but the
differences reached significance when subjects performed the task in the
absence of vision: the older subjects tended to move in a more limited range of
frequencies (p = 0.032; see Figure 12).
If the blind trials are a better indication of the "preferred frequencies", we find a
clear trend for the older subjects to move within a narrower range of frequencies
than the young subjects. That trend, visible in the vision trials, is intensified in the
blind trials and reaches significance. Lower-frequency movements are performed
at a faster pace, and higher-frequency movements are performed at a slower
pace, compared with the young subjects. This pattern is reminiscent of similar
behaviors - termed hastening and faltering, respectively - which have been
observed when PD patients were asked to regenerate a rhythmic pattern
(Freeman et al. 1993), and raises the question of whether PD is similar to an







Figure 6. Average movement frequencies on the vision trials. Horizontal bars denote range
of allowed frequencies (upper bound not shown for the fast block). Error bars denote
standard error.
















Figure 7. Average movement frequencies on the blind trials. Horizontal bars denote range
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Figure 8. Amplitude vs. frequency. The closed shape defines the allowable ranges of
amplitudes and frequencies for the fast task. The circle and the square (vision trials) and
the plus sign and the X (blind trials) indicate the average amplitudes and frequencies
chosen by the subjects of the young and the old groups, respectively. The vertical dotted
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Figure 9. Amplitude vs. frequency. The closed shape defines the allowable ranges of
amplitudes and frequencies for the intermediate task. The circle and the square (vision
trials) and the plus sign and the X (blind trials) indicate the average amplitudes and
frequencies chosen by the subjects of the young and the old groups, respectively. The
vertical dotted line corresponds to a sinusoid in the center of the doughnut shape. Error
























Figure 10. Amplitude vs. frequency. The closed shape defines the allowable ranges of
amplitudes and frequencies for the slow task. The circle and the square (vision trials) and
the plus sign and the X (blind trials) indicate the average amplitudes and frequencies
chosen by the subjects of the young and the old groups, respectively. The vertical dotted















Figure 11. Amplitude vs. frequency. The closed shapes define the allowable ranges of
amplitudes and frequencies for all three blocks. The circles and the squares (vision trials)
and the plus signs and the Xs (blind trials) indicate the average amplitudes and
frequencies chosen by the subjects of the young and the old groups, respectively. The
vertical dotted lines correspond to the sinusoids in the center of the doughnut shapes.
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Figure 12. Average frequency ranges in the vision (left) and the non-vision (right) trials of
the young (circles) and old (squares) groups. An asterisk represents a significant
difference between the groups (p<0.05). Error bars represent standard error.
The effects of dopaminergic medication and deep-brain
stimulation on movement frequency
As outlined in the previous section, the basal ganglia have been implicated in
control of rhythmic movements. Further support for this role of the BG comes
from studies with PD patients, who suffer severe damage to the BG (for a
detailed account, please see the Background section of the Introduction -
Chapter 1). Patients with PD were found to have significantly larger fluctuations
in gait timing than age-matched controls (Bartsch et al. 2007), to have
abnormalities in time processing (Koch et al. 2008), and to exhibit hastening and
faltering, or abnormalities in internal rhythm generation both in the presence and
absence of external timing signals (Freeman et al. 1993; Nakamura et al. 1978;
Nagasaki et al. 1978).
With deep-brain stimulation suggested to override the aberrant firing pattern of
the subthalamic nucleus in PD (Meissner et al. 2005), and its - as well as
dopaminergic medication's - positive impact on gait (Lubik et al. 2006) - a
rhythmic activity - we anticipated they would have a significant effect on the
frequency at which subjects perform the task.
We tested the hypothesis that movement frequency when performing a rhythmic
task would be affected by the PD treatments, both of which target the BG in their
therapeutic activity, and shown to affect rhythmic activity, as manifested by a
shift, an expansion or a narrowing-down of the range of "preferred frequencies".
Data from a total of seventeen subjects was analyzed in this section. Movements
recorded from ten PD patients (age: 72.1+9.9 years, mean±SD; 8 males and 2
females) - tested on and off (after an overnight withdrawal) their dopaminergic
medication (the "Meds" group) - and seven PD patients (age: 72.9±6.5 years; 6
males and 1 female) - tested on and off (for at least 1.5 hours) deep-brain
stimulation of the subthalamic nucleus (the "DBS" group), were examined.
Subjects in the DBS group continued to follow their normal medication regimen
throughout the experiment. All but two subjects (dbs3 and dbs6) had bilaterally
implanted stimulators. All but dbs3 were tested using their dominant hand (dbs3's
implant was ipsilateral to his dominant hand). The scores of the patients - both
on and off treatment - on the Unified Parkinson's Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS)
are shown in Figure 13.
From Figure 14 through Figure 17, it is evident that the overall tendency to
perform tasks within a more limited range than that prescribed by the task is
maintained for all experimental groups: young healthy, old healthy, PD patients
on/off medication and PD patients on/off stimulation.
In performing the task at the three specified frequency-amplitude combinations,
patients in the Meds group were not found to perform the task at movement
frequencies, or at a frequency range different than that of the healthy either in the
vision or in the blind conditions (see Figure 18 through Figure 21).
In contrast, the patients in the DBS group, whether on or off stimulation,
performed lower-frequency movements than the healthy subjects in the fast
vision condition. This difference reached significance in the "stimulation on"
condition (p = 0.0055; The difference between the "stimulation off' group and the
healthy did not quite reach significance when accounting for the Bonferroni
correction: p = 0.04; This is probably due to the increased inter-subject variability
in this condition).
As a result, this group performed the task at an overall shorter range of
frequencies in the vision condition than the healthy age-matched control
subjects.
There was no significant difference in the fast blind frequency, or in the range of
performed frequencies, between the DBS group and the healthy group in the
blind trials (see Figure 19 and Figure 21).
A non-parametric paired statistical test (the Sign Test) within each treatment
group - Meds or DBS - did not reveal any differences in the range between
either treatment's on/off conditions.
So far, we established that, as was observed in the healthy population, the
overall tendency to move at frequencies that are lower than the middle-of-the-
ellipse frequency in the fast block, and higher than the middle-of-the-ellipse
frequency in the slow block was maintained in the PD population as a group,
whether 'on' or 'off either treatment, and whether with or without the presence of
visual feedback. We then evaluated the change in the range of frequencies at
which the task is performed, by group, compared to the healthy controls. Finally,
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Figure 13. Clinical scores for the PD patients who participated in this experiment. The top
panel shows the scores for PD patients that were tested on (white bars) and off (black
bars) medication (the Meds group). The bottom panel shows the scores for PD patients
that were tested with stimulation turned on (white bars) or off (black bars; the DBS group).
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Figure 14. Amplitude vs. frequency. The closed shape defines the allowable ranges of
amplitudes and frequencies for the fast task. The vertical dotted line corresponds to a
sinusoid in the center of the doughnut shape. Error bars represent standard errors.
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Figure 15. Amplitude vs. frequency. The closed shape defines the allowable ranges of
amplitudes and frequencies for the intermediate task. The vertical dotted line corresponds
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Figure 16. Amplitude vs. frequency. The closed shape defines the allowable ranges of
amplitudes and frequencies for the slow task. The vertical dotted line corresponds to a
sinusoid in the center of the doughnut shape. Error bars represent standard errors.
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Figure 17. Amplitude vs. frequency. The closed shapes define the allowable ranges of
amplitudes and frequencies for all three blocks. The vertical dotted line corresponds to a
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Figure 18. Average frequency ranges in the vision trials of the four PD groups and the
healthy control group. The differences reach significance in the "stimulation on"
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Figure 19. Average frequency ranges in the blind trials of the four PD groups and the
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Figure 20. Average frequency per group, per block, on vision trials. Horizontal bars denote
range of allowed frequencies (upper bound not shown for the fast block). An asterisk
denotes a significant difference between the DBS ON group and the healthy control group.
An empty circle denotes a nearly significant difference between the DBS OFF group and
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Figure 21. Average frequency per group, per block, on blind trials. Horizontal bars denote
range of allowed frequencies (upper bound not shown for the fast block). Error bars
represent standard error.
Dopaminergic medication
For each of the 10 PD patients in the Meds group, at each of the three
experimental blocks, we used a non-parametric paired test - the Sign Test - to
study the effects of dopaminergic medication (see Figure 22). In Figure 23 are
· · ~ · I II· .r I\
plotted the frequencies at which the patients performed the task in relation to the
allowed frequency ranges (shaded areas).
Of the 30 subject/block combinations, 10 experienced a significant increase, and
7 experienced a significant decrease in movement frequency with medication.
Of the 10 patients in the fast condition, the movement frequency of 3 significantly
increased and of 3 significantly decreased with medication.
In the medium condition, the movement frequency of 3 patients significantly
increased and of 2 significantly decreased with medication.
In the slow condition, the movement frequency of 4 patients significantly
increased and of 2 significantly decreased with medication.
Deep-brain stimulation
For each of the 7 PD patients in the DBS group, at each of the three
experimental blocks, we used the Sign Test to study the effects of deep-brain
stimulation (see Figure 24). In Figure 25 are plotted the frequencies at which the
patients performed the task in relation to the allowed frequency ranges.
Of the 21 subject/block combinations, 10 experienced a significant increase, and
7 experienced a significant decrease in movement frequency with stimulation.
Of the 7 patients in the fast condition, the movement frequency of 4 significantly
increased and of 1 significantly decreased with stimulation.
In the medium condition, the movement frequency of 4 patients significantly
increased and of 3 significantly decreased with stimulation.
In the slow condition, the movement frequency of 2 patients significantly
increased and of 3 significantly decreased with stimulation.
Discussion
We found that, as a group, the PD patients that were tested on/off medication did
not perform the task at frequencies, or at a frequency range, that were
significantly different from the healthy old population. In contrast, the PD patients
that were tested on/off stimulation performed the fast block at lower frequencies
than the healthy old (significant for the 'on stimulation' condition; p = 0.007);
consequently, the range of frequencies at which they performed all three
experimental blocks was shorter than that of the healthy old subjects (significant
for the 'on stimulation' condition; p = 0.006).
What may account for this pattern in the DBS, but not in the Meds group?
One possibility is the advanced stage of the disease. While the UPDRS clinical
scores for the Meds and for the DBS groups were comparable (29.1 ± 5.3 and
39.6 ± 7.3 for on/off medication and 28.8 ± 6.6 and 36.8 ± 8.1 on/off stimulation,
mean ± SD; see Figure 13), it should be noted that the DBS group was on
medication throughout the experiment, and hence when their disease symptoms
were evaluated. These patients, as a group, were therefore, in effect, more
affected by the disease than the patients in the Meds group. Additionally, surgery
is usually a treatment employed at later stages of the disease, often once the
effects of the medication are diminished, and/or side effects from the medication
become debilitating (Pahwa 2006).
An alternative interpretation would be that DBS may hinder generation of high-
frequency voluntary movements and that this effect may last at least for a couple
of hours after turning stimulation off. This may be the result of an alteration of the
neural networks the basal ganglia take part in (Vaillancourt et al. 2004), or of the
microlesion formed during surgery (Russmann et al. 2004).
Yet another possible explanation is that the result reflects the effect of low-doses
of dopaminergic medication either it itself or in combination with the long-term
effects of stimulation (Vaillancourt et al. 2004), though such an effect has not
been clearly documented in the literature, and, in fact, there have been
arguments made for a lower toxicity level with low-dose levodopa (Fahn 1996).
As mentioned earlier, PD patients with implanted stimulators were in their "on
medication" state throughout the testing, whether they were on- or off-stimulation,
and post-surgery doses are often lower than pre-surgery doses (Zibetti et al.
2007).
When examining the individual changes in frequency with treatment, the results
make clear that neither medication nor deep-brain stimulation impose a preferred
movement frequency on all patients (see Figure 23 and Figure 25 - the 'on
treatment' frequency is not in the same general vicinity across patients), nor do
they work to change the movement frequency such that subjects are moving
within task requirements (see Figure 23 and Figure 25 - the 'on treatment'
frequency does not always place patients within the task requirements, and, on
occasion, causes them to move away from the required frequencies), nor do they
uniformly increase or decrease movement frequency in all patients (see Figure
22 and Figure 24 - the 'on treatment' frequency is not always higher/lower than
the 'off treatment' frequency), nor do they condense or expand the range of
preferred frequencies uniformly in all patients (see Figure 22 and Figure 24 -
while some subjects move across a wider range of frequencies, others move
within a narrower one with treatment), nor is their effect uniform within a subject
(while some subjects experience a significant and uniform increase (e.g., dbsl
and meds3) or decrease (e.g., dbs3 and meds5), for others, the changes are not
uniform (e.g., dbs4 and medsl; see Figure 24 and Figure 22)).
Subjects in both treatment groups varied on many levels, including age, time
since disease onset, time since surgery (in the DBS group), UPDRS clinical
scores - and their change with treatment, and the specific manifestations of the
disease symptoms. No correlation between these factors and the change in
frequency was found. Parkinson's disease is, in fact, one of a collection of similar
diseases, together termed parkinsonian syndromes. Precise diagnosis is
challenging, and as recently as in the 1990s, accuracy of the clinical diagnosis of
PD was estimated at only 76% (Tuite and Krawczewski 2007). A more careful
choice of subjects, more uniform in regard to the parameters mentioned above
would likely reduce the inter-subject variability and facilitate a clearer distinction
of the effects of the treatments.
Summary
As a group, PD patients, either on or off either medication or deep-brain
stimulation, exhibit similar tendencies as the healthy subjects, in terms of a
lower- and upper-bound frequency range that generally falls between the "middle
track" of the wide (slow) ellipse and that of the tall (fast) ellipse.
The DBS group was found to have a shorter overall range, due to lower
movement frequencies when performing the fast task. This trend reached
significance when patients' stimulators were turned on.
We find that qualitatively, there is no trend that distinguishes the effects of
medication from those of stimulation on movement frequency in the context of a
rhythmic elbow movement.
While both treatments were found to significantly affect the movement
frequencies of individual subjects within a given movement speed, it was not
possible to tease out an overall consistent trend for their effect. That is to say,
they were not found to impose a uniform preferred frequency, or preferred
frequency range, to increase or decrease the movement frequencies of the
patients as a group or per individual, nor to uniformly expand or narrow down -
as was observed as a tendency with age (see previous section) - the range of
preferred frequencies. This may well be due to the well-documented
heterogeneity in the causes for, the effects of, and the progression of the disease
in the various patients (Poewe 2006).
Frequency, Meds On vs. Meds Off
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Figure 22. Differences between average frequency values in the on- and off medication
states. Large filled circles indicate a significant difference exists between the two. The
vertical location of the large filled circles denotes the absolute value of the difference. The
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Figure 23. Frequency values for patients on (squares) and off (circles)
areas mark the ranges of frequencies allowed by the task.
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Figure 24. Differences between average frequency values in the on- and off stimulation
states. Large filled circles indicate a significant difference exists between the two. The
vertical location of the large filled circles denotes the absolute value of the difference. The
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
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In this chapter we will succinctly revisit the main accomplishments of the work,
and discuss their implications and future directions.
The overarching goal of this work was to devise objective metrics of movement
quality that can be used to quantitatively asses the level of motor impairment in
Parkinson's disease patients and the level of motor improvement with deep-brain
stimulation, so that these can be used as aides in the therapeutic process.
We introduced a novel platform for the study of DBS in PD and demonstrated its
potential benefit alongside conventional clinical tools.
Through our experience we found that the metrics that we devised for the study
of the disease were instrumental in identifying different subtypes of movement
within rhythmic movement in the healthy population.
We sought to shed light on the role of the basal ganglia in sensorimotor
integration, and found that in the absence of visual feedback PD patients
experience a mitigation and even an elimination of bradykinetic symptoms,
opening the door to new approaches for physical therapy which integrate
exercises with visual cues with no-vision exercises to overcome bradykinesia.
Our finding suggest themselves as seeds from which a wealth of new research
avenues may spring. We summarize our findings and their implications, and
suggest some future experiments that may follow.
Discrete movements
We introduced the use of the "wrist robot" as a novel platform for studying motor
control in Parkinson's disease patients with implanted deep-brain stimulators,
with the goal of correlating kinematic aspects of movement with stimulation
parameters, so that the former can be used to find an optimum in the latter. We
demonstrated how the robotic apparatus can serve as a complement to existing
clinical tools: we characterized typical PD movement, identified cases where the
apparatus is not appropriate for testing (e.g., when PD is manifest mostly in the
lower limbs), and cases where the robotic testing illuminated aspects of motor
control that were not otherwise apparent in the conventional neurological testing
(Levy-Tzedek et al. 2006a; Levy-Tzedek et al. 2006b; Levy-Tzedek et al. 2007).
Finally, we presented preliminary indication that motor learning (adaptation to a
force field) may be taking place in patients with DBS (Levy-Tzedek et al. 2006c;
Levy-Tzedek et al. 2007).
Further testing, with a more carefully selected group of patients - i.e., with
primarily upper-limb impairments, without much tremor and within a narrow range
of UPDRS' scores - would be necessary in order to get data that provide a
better resolution, and allow stronger inferences to be made.
Unified Parkinson Disease Rating Scale
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Rhythmic movements
Two movement subtypes, two movement regimes
We tested subjects from four experimental groups - PD patients with DBS, PD
patients without DBS, healthy age-matched controls and healthy young controls
- who performed rhythmic elbow movements, with the goal of studying the
effects of deep-brain stimulation on movement frequency. In each of three
experimental blocks subjects were presented with speed ranges within which
they were asked to perform the task, either with or without visual feedback.
Analysis of data from 23 healthy subjects revealed that movements in the three
experimental blocks could be grouped into two subgroups, which can be
distinguished using the following six kinematic analysis methods:
1. Non-monotonicity of accuracy with speed
The non-monotonic relation of accuracy with speed suggests that the faster
movements may not lie on the same curve as do movements from the other two
blocks, suggesting they may be differentially controlled, leading to separate
speed-accuracy trade-off functions.
2. Movement smoothness
We found movements in the fast block to be nearly maximally smooth. In
contrast, movements in the slow and the medium blocks were found to be only
as smooth as the smoothest concatenation of discrete movements, or less,
suggesting the former were performed in a smooth sinusoidal fashion, while the
latter were performed as a concatenated sequence of discrete movements.
3. Movement harmonicity
We found movements in the fast block to be strongly harmonic nature, while
movements in the medium and the slow blocks shared characteristics with a
string of discrete movements.
4. Number of submovements per half cycle
We found that movements in the fast block were fit with close to a single
submovement per half cycle on average, whereas movements in the medium
and the slow blocks were fit with no less than 2 submovements per half cycle on
average.
5. Velocity profile of best-fit submovement
We found that movements in the fast block were best fit using a rhythmic basis
function, whereas the movements in the medium and in the slow blocks were
best fit using a discrete basis function, potentially representing differentially
controlled movements.
6. Effects of visual feedback on movement smoothness
Whereas movement in the slow and the medium blocks is significantly smoother
when visual feedback is available, movement in the fast block is significantly
more intermittent when visual feedback is available, suggesting the former use
vision as a primary source for both accuracy and smoothness, while for the latter
vision plays a secondary role, increasing accuracy at the cost of smoothness.
These six aspects of movement in which the two suggested subtypes of
movements can be distinguished support the hypothesis that movements in the
fast block are controlled differently than movements in the slow and the medium
blocks. We suggested that the difference between the two control modes stems
from a limit on how large or how long a movement can be, and still be executed
smoothly and accurately. That is, we suggested that there exist two regimes in
the frequency/amplitude plane, and the choice of whether to operate in one vs.
another regime depends on the frequency and the amplitude of the required
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movement. We suggest that small-amplitude, high-frequency movements
harness the elastic properties of the limb to achieve accuracy and smoothness,
whereas large-amplitude, low-frequency movements rely on sensory feedback to
achieve accuracy and smoothness.
The ability to both deduce the subtype employed based on the movement's
kinematic characteristics and to predict the subtype that would be employed
based on the task's frequency/amplitude combinations is important for the
understanding of human movement, its limitations, and how it is controlled.
Furthermore, it is an important tool for future research; brain imaging studies, for
example, are more likely to give clearer distinction between rhythmic and discrete
movements (Schaal et al. 2004) if a discrete movement is compared to a truly
rhythmic movement, as opposed to a pseudo rhythmic one, which shares many
kinematic characteristics with discrete movements, and so potentially also shares
associated brain activity patterns.
Bradykinesia and visual feedback
The role of the basal ganglia in sensorimotor integration has long been debated.
We demonstrated that when PD patients perform a cyclic elbow movement in the
absence of vision, bradykinetic symptoms are mitigated and, in some cases,
even eliminated. These results support a role for the basal ganglia in
sensorimotor integration. They suggest that the processing and harnessing of
visual feedback into an ensuing motor command may contribute to the
accentuation of (Flash et al. 1992) - if not be the cause for - bradykinesia. These
findings, unparalleled in the realm of discrete tasks (Flash et al. 1992; Schettino
et al. 2006) may have important implication for physical therapy for PD patients:
training the patients to perform rhythmic tasks in the absence of visual feedback
may become an important part of their exercise and therapy regimen.
Clinical implications
Understanding healthy rhythmic behavior can be instrumental in early detection
of movement disorders (e.g., Parkinson's disease), as well as design and
evaluation of therapies. In fact, we had an opportunity to observe that in play
while running this experiment. One of the participants, recruited as a young,
healthy control - a male of 20 years old - declared prior to the testing session
that, on occasion, he would experience some action tremor while eating. No
tremor was apparent (to the untrained eye, at least) during the testing session,
and his on-screen performance appeared normal for his age-group (compare the
left columns of figures 1 and 2). When his data were analyzed, however, it
showed characteristics similar to those of the PD patients (compare, for example,
the right columns of figures 1 and 2 and those in figures 2 and 3). While his data
were subsequently not included in the group analysis, it gave us an indication
that the rhythmic task we employed, coupled with the suite of analytical methods
we have developed in this work may be further refined to be used to detect
movement disorders - perhaps at their early stages.
FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Two regimes - or are there?
We have described two subtypes of rhythmic movement, and how they are
differentially employed depending on the frequency and amplitude combinations
of a rhythmic elbow movement. We termed the frequency/amplitude
combinations that give rise to nearly maximally smooth, harmonious movements
"truly rhythmic", and those leading to movements with more discrete
characteristics were termed "pseudo-rhythmic". These represent two "regimes"
within the frequency/amplitude plane.
In the experimental design we used, the required frequency/amplitude ranges
were co-varied. A natural follow-up experiment would allow isolation of the
effects of each factor - frequency vs. amplitude - through exploration of more
frequency/amplitude combinations. That is, changing the movement amplitude
while keeping the frequency constant, and vice versa.
In the context of the "two regimes", another intriguing exploration would be which
regime subjects choose to operate in if given the choice. In that experiment,
subjects would be asked to move at a self-selected frequency/amplitude
combination ("preferred frequency") prior to being introduced to the given set of
task requirements, which may otherwise influence their choice. A consistent
choice of one regime vs. another would indicate a relative advantage (e.g., in
terms of energy considerations) of one regime over the other.
Together, these two experimental questions (self-selected movement parameters
and a wider range of frequency/amplitude combinations) would allow:
1. A distinction to be made between the contributions of amplitude vs.
frequency to determining in which regime movements are performed.
2. An in-depth examination of the behavior within the "truly rhythmic" regime,
which, in the current experimental design is represented by a single
frequency/amplitude combination.
3. Alternatively, refute the two-regimes theory by demonstrating a multi-
peaked speed-accuracy function, indicating multiple sources of movement
accuracy, in addition to the currently suggested visual feedback and limb
elasticity.
4. Teach us about the possible factors that go into the selection of a
"preferred frequency": for example, do factors apart from the dimensions
of the limb play a role (as they would for the resonant frequency of a
pendulum).
To then build on these results, it would be of interest to design a similar
experiment, wherein the phase-plane display is continuously modified between
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frequency/amplitude combinations that were classified as forming the "truly
rhythmic" regime and ones in the "pseudo-rhythmic" regime.
This will allow exploration of "carry over" effects: that is, does the benefit gained
from performing in the "truly rhythmic" regime - in the form of "primed" muscles,
for example, as has been claimed to occur in muscles engaged in a rhythmic
activity (Smits-Engelsman et al. 2002) - carry over into the "pseudo rhythmic"
regime. Should those exist, they would illuminate the nature of the "bisector" of
the frequency/ampitude plane: whether it stems from a physical limitation on the
ability to generate perfectly smooth movements when they are large and slow, as
opposed to a preference.
Direct comparison with a Fitts task
As we have emphasized in previous chapters, the phase-plane task was quite
different in several respects from the traditional "Fitts task" (Fitts 1954). It would
be of interest to design an experiment where the two experimental paradigms are
directly compared and contrasted. That is, test subjects on a task where
movement requirements are defined only at the endpoints (as in the Fitts task),
and test whether the same frequency/amplitude combinations lead to the same
movement subtypes as when subjects perform a task with the requirements are
imposed throughout the movement, as they were in this body of work.
Brain imaging
In a seminal work by (Schaal et al. 2004), it was demonstrated that there is no
complete overlap between brain-activation patterns when performing a rhythmic
vs. a discrete task. Having identified two movement subtypes within rhythmic
movements, it would be of interest to test whether the two also diverge in terms
of the associated brain activity.
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Figure 1. Left column: phase plane trajectories from the young subject that
complained about tremor, in the slow, medium and fast blocks. Y axis: angular
velocity (rad/sec), x axis: position (rad). Right column: velocity traces from the
same subject in the slow, medium and fast blocks. Y axis: angular velocity
(rad/sec), x axis: time (sec).
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Figure 2. Left column: phase plane trajectories from a young subject in the slow,
medium and fast blocks. Y axis: angular velocity (rad/sec), x axis: position (rad).
Right column: velocity traces from the same subject in the slow, medium and fast
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Figure 3. Left column: phase plane trajectories from a PD patient off medication,
in the slow, medium and fast blocks. Y axis: angular velocity (rad/sec), x axis:
position (rad). Right column: velocity traces from the same subject in the slow,
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